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M. PKRES'S PROOF OF THE NON-EXISTENCB
OF NAPOLEON.

EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION.

ONE of the best satires ever written in the literature of the

world is Jean Baptiste P6res's Grand Erratum which appeared

in 1827. Its shafts are aimed at a book of M. Dupuis, a scholar of

great erudition, who believed that all religions, and the story of

Jesus of Nazareth as well, could be explained as solar myths.

^

The leading idea of M. P^res's pamphlet is perhaps not original

with him. In the year 1819 Archbishop Whately had published

anonymously a similar satire under the title Historic Doubts Rela-

tive to Napoleon Bonaparte, directed against the logic of David
Hume's scepticism, and it is not impossible that M. Peres heard of

this- pamphlet and that thereby the main argument of his plan was
suggested to him. It is, however, highly improbable that he ever

saw or read Whately's elaborate expositions, else he would un-

doubtedly have made use of many details.

Archbishop Whately is very ponderous and imitates the sub-

ject of his criticism to such an extent that one may read many pas-

sages and whole pages without being able to detect the slightest

trace of the author's irony. In fact, many of his arguments are

not travesties at all, but are literally true. The life of Napoleon
as it is popularly told not only in France but also in other countries

does contain mythical elements, and ancient stories told of mythi-

cal heroes were told of this latest and most extraordinary represen-

tative of historical prodigies.

The difference between Whately's ponderous sarcasm and M.
P^res's sprightly wit is characteristic of the two nationalities of

^L'Origine de tous les Cultes, ou la Religion Universelle. Par M. Dupuis. Paris, 1796.
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the authors, and while appreciating the one, we need not detract

from the other.

Jean Baptiste P^res was Professor of Mathematics and Libra-

rian of Agen, a small town of southern France. He was noted in

the circle of his friends for his conservative tendencies in both pol-

itics and religion. His literary fame, however, rests entirely upon

this little brochure on Napoleon in which he so successfully pilloried

the superficial methods of rejecting historical evidences solely be-

cause they contain some mythical ingredients. His Grand Erratum

appeared in several editions and has been translated into almost

all European languages. It was hailed by conservatives of every

stripe and color, and he was praised as the David who with a

pretty pebble picked up from the bank of a brooklet had killed the

Goliath of Biblical Criticism.

The truth is that the first attempts at Text as well as Higher

Criticism were of a purely negative character. Every miracle and

indeed every remarkable fact was explained as a myth, and it is

only recently, within the last two or three decades, that our Higher

Critics have begun to appreciate the conservative character of all

religious traditions. We now know that both the Old and the New
Testaments contain ingredients of unquestionably historical reli-

ability, and though they have frequently been re-edited and revised

under the influence of later dogmatic tendencies, portions of them

(e. g., in Genesis) are much older than would suit the most rigor-

ous conservatives of former years.

The sole excuse for republishing M. Dupuis's Grand Erratum

is the fact that it is out of print and forgotten. No copy can be

found in any of the Chicago libraries. Nor does it exist in the

Congressional Library at Washington, and we could only with

great difficulty through the courtesy of Messrs. Kegan Paul & Co.

get hold of a second-hand copy in England, which is a translation

made from the French by a young lady who writes under the name
"Lily," and is accompanied with an introduction by Richard Gar-

net, LL. D., of the British Museum. It bears no date and is pub-

lished by E. W. Allen, London.

GRAND ERRATUM. THE NON-EXISTENCE OF NAPOLEON PROVED
BY JEAN BAPTISTE PER^S.

Napoleon Bonaparte, of whom so much has been said and

written, never even existed. He is nothing more than an allegori-

cal personage. He is the personification of the sun; and we can

prove our assertion by showing how everything related of Napoleon
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the Great has been borrowed from the great luminary. Let us see

briefly what we are told of this remarkable man.

We are told :

That he was called Napoleon Bonaparte

;

That he was born in an island in the Mediterranean sea
;

That his mother's name was Letitia;

That he had three sisters and four brothers, three of whom
were kings;

That he had two wives, one of whom bore him a son
;

That he put an end to a great revolution
;

That he had under him sixteen marshals of the empire, twelve

of whom were in active service;

That he prevailed in the South, and was defeated in the North
;

To conclude, that after a reign of twelve years, begun upon

his arrival from the East, he departed, and disappeared in the

Western seas.

It remains for us to ascertain whether these various details are

borrowed from the sun, and we hope that every reader of this dis-

quisition will rise convinced that this is the case.

I. In the first place, every one knows that the sun is called

Apollo by the poets. Now, the difference between Apollo and Na-

poleon is not a great one, and it will appear very much less still if

we go back to the meaning and origin of these names. It is un-

questionable that the word Apollo means Exterminator ; and it

seems that this name was given by the Greeks to the sun on ac-

count of the injury it did them before Troy, where a part of their

army perished from the excessive heat, and from the pestilence

that followed at the time of the outrage perpetrated by Agamemnon
on Chryses, priest of the sun, as we read at the beginning of the

Iliad of Homer. The brilliant imagination of the Greek poets

transformed the rays of the luminary into flaming arrows, hurled

on all sides by the angry god, who would soon have exterminated

everything if his wrath had not been appeased by the release of

Chryseis, daughter of Chryses, the sacrificial priest.

This, then, is probably the reason why the sun was called

Apollo. But whatever the cause or circumstance which occasioned

the giving of such a name to this luminary, it is certain that the

name means Exterminator.

Now, Apollo is the same word as Apoleon. They are derived

from Apollyo {airoWxna) , or Apoleo (dTroXe'w), two Greek verbs which

are really the same, and which mean "destroy," "kill," "exter-

minate."
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Thus, if the fictitious hero of our century were called Apoleon,

he would have the same name as the sun, and would besides fulfil

the meaning of the name; for he is pictured to us as the greatest

exterminator of men who ever existed. But this personage is called

Napoleon, and thus his name contains an initial letter which we do

not find in the name of the sun. Yes, there is an extra letter, an

extra syllable even ; for, according to the inscriptions cut in every

part of the capital (Paris), the real name of this supposed hero

was Ndapoleon, or Ndapolion. This is more particularly to be seen

on the column of the Place Vendome.

Now, this extra syllable makes no difference whatever. The
syllable, no doubt, like the rest of the name, is Greek ; and in

Greek fie {yr]), or nai (vat), is one of the strongest affirmations,

equivalent to our veritably, or yea. Whence it follows that Napo-

leon means Veritable Exterminator,—Veritable Apollo ; it means,

in truth, the sun.

But what is to be said of his other name? What connection

can there be between the word Bonaparte and the star of the day?

At first it is not at all evident, but this at least can be understood :

that as bona parte means "good part," it has no doubt to do with

something consisting of two parts, a good and a bad, with some-

thing which in addition is connected with the sun. Napoleon. Now,
nothing is more directly connected v/ith the sun than the results of

his diurnal revolution, and these results are day and night, light

and darkness ; the light produced by his presence, and that dark-

ness which prevails during his absence. This is an allegory bor-

rowed from the Persians. They have the reign of Ormuzd and

Ahriman, of light and darkness, of good and bad spirits. And it

is to these last, spirits of evil and darkness, that people used for-

merly to devote their foes, using the following imprecation : Abi in

malani partem. If by ?nala parte was meant darkness, no doubt

bona parte meant light,—day as opposed to night. There can then

be no doubt that this name is connected with the sun, especially

when it is seen to be associated with Napoleon, who is himself the

sun, as has been already demonstrated.

2. According to Greek mythology, Apollo was born in an island

in the Mediterranean (the Isle of Delos); an island in the Mediter-

ranean has, therefore, been fabled as the birth-place of Napoleon ;

and the preference has been given to Corsica, because the relative

positions of Corsica and France, where he was to be made to reign,

correspond best to those of Greece and Delos, where were situated

the chief temples and oracles of Apollo.
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Pausanias, it is true, calls Apollo an Egyptian divinity; but it

does not follow that an Egyptian divinity must be born in Egypt;

it is enough that he should be there regarded as a god, and that is

what Pausanias meant. He designed to inform us that the Egyp-

tians worshipped Apollo, and that establishes yet another connec-

tion between Napoleon and the sun ; for Napoleon is said to have

been held in Egypt to be invested with supernatural qualities, to

have been regarded as the friend of Mahomet, and to have received

homage partaking of the nature of adoration.

3. His mother is said to have been named Letitia. But by

the word Letitia (or "joy") was meant the dawn whose first tender

light fills all nature with joy. It is the dawn, say the poets, which

brings forth the sun, flinging wide for him the portals of the East

with her rosy-tipped fingers.

Again it is worthy of remark that, according to Greek mythol-

ogy, the mother of Apollo was called Leto (ArjTO)). But if the Ro-

mans made Latona of Leto, it has been preferred in our century to

change it into Letitia, because Icztitia is the noun derived from Icetor

(obsolete form, Iceto), which means "to inspire joy."

Assuredly, then, this Letitia, no less than her son, belongs to

Greek mythology.

4. According to tradition, this son of Letitia had three sisters,

and there can be no doubt that these three sisters are the three

Graces, who, with their companions the Muses, were the ornaments

of their brother Apollo's court.

5. This modern Apollo is said to have had four brothers. Now,

as we shall show, these four brothers are the four seasons of the

year. Let us not be startled, at the outset, at seeing the seasons

represented by men rather than women. It ought not even to seem

an innovation, since, in French, only one of the four seasons, the

autumn, is feminine; and even with respect to that our grammari-

ans are disagreed. But in Latin autumnus is no more feminine

than the other three seasons, so there is no difficulty on that point.

The four brothers of Napoleon may very well represent the four

seasons, and what follows proves that they really do so.

Of Napoleon's four brothers, three, they tell us, were kings;

these three kings are Spring, who reigns over the flowers ; Sum-
mer, who reigns over the harvest; and Autumn, who reigns over

the fruit. As these three seasons derive all their potent influence

from the sun, we are told that Napoleon's three brothers held their

sovereignty at his hands, and reigned only by his authority. And
when it is added that of Napoleon's four brothers one was not a
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king, it is because one of the four seasons—Winter, reigns over

nothing. But if, to invalidate our parallel, it were alleged that

Winter was not without sway, and if it were wished to ascribe to

him the dismal principality of the frosts and snows which whiten

our land at this melancholy season, our answer would be ready

:

that, we should say, is what was designed to be shown by the

empty and ridiculous principality with which this brother of Napo-

leon is said to have been invested after the fall of all his family.

This principality has been described as in connection with the vil-

lage of Ca?iino, in preference to any other, because Canino comes

from cani, which denotes the white hairs of chill old age, and they

recall winter. For, to the poet, the forests crowning our hill-sides

are locks of hair ; and when Winter covers them with his hoar frost,

it is the white hairs of failing nature in the old age of the year.

Cum gelidus crescit canis in montibus humor.

Thus the pretended Prince of Canino is nothing more than the

personification of winter. Winter begins when nothing more is

left of the three good seasons, and the sun is at his greatest distance

from our country, which is invaded by the furious children of the

north, the poet's name for the winds; the winds come from north-

ern climes, discolor our land, and cover it with a detested white-

ness. This has given rise to the fabulous account of the invasion

of the northern nations into France, where they are said to have

done away with a parti colored flag adorning it, and to have substi-

tuted a white one which entirely covered it, after the exile of the

fabulous Napoleon. It would be idle to repeat that this is merely

emblematical of the rime that the winds from the north produce in

the winter, and which obliterates the charming colors that the sun

produced in our land, before he waned and departed from us. It

is easy to see the analogy of all these things with the ingenious

fables conceived in our century.

6. According to these same fables. Napoleon had two wives;

hence two wives have been attributed to the sun. These two wives

are the moon and the earth : the moon according to the Greeks

(Plutarch is our authority), and the earth according to the Egyp-

tians; with this noteworthy difference, that by the moon the sun

had no issue, and by the earth he had a son, an only son. This

child was the little Horus, son of Osiris and Isis; that is to say, of

the sun and the earth, as may be seen in the History of the Heave7is,

Vol. I., p. 6i and following. It is an Egyptian allegory, where the

little Horus, born from the earth impregnated by the sun, repre-
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sents the fruits of agriculture. Even so the birth of the supposed

son of Napoleon has been fixed at the 20th of March, the period of

the vernal equinox, because in the spring agricultural produce

undergoes its most important phase of development.

7. Napoleon is said to have put an end to a devastating scourge

which terrorised all France, and Mras called the Hydra of the Revo-

lution. Now, a hydra is a serpent, of what kind matters little, es-

pecially when the serpent is fabulous. The Python, an enormous

serpent, was the cause of great terror in Greece ; Apollo slew the

monster, and dissipated the fear of the people; this was his first

exploit. Hence we are told that Napoleon began his reign by

crushing the French Revolution, which is itself as much a chimera

as everything else. For revolution is obviously derived from the

Latin word revolutus, which denotes a curled-up serpent. The
Revolution is the Python, neither more nor less.

8. The celebrated warrior of the nineteenth century had under

him, we are told, twelve marshals at the head of his armies, and

four were not in active service. Now, the twelve first are obviously

the twelve signs of the zodiac, marching under the orders of the

sun Napoleon, each of them commanding a division of the innu-

merable army of the stars, which is called the celestial host in the

Bible, and is divided into twelve parts, corresponding to the twelve

signs of the zodiac. Such are the twelve marshals who, according

to our mythical chronicles, were actively employed under the Em-
peror Napoleon. The four others, in all probability, are the four

cardinal points, which, fixed amid universal motion, are very well

symbolised by the inactivity of which we have spoken.

Thus, all these marshals, active and inactive, are purely sym-

bolical beings, with no more reality than their leader.

9. We are told that this leader of so many brilliant armies

overran in triumph the countries of the south, but that, having

penetrated too far north, he was there unable to maintain himself.

Now, these details precisely apply to the sun's course. The sun,

it is well known, rules supreme in the south, as is said of the Em-
peror Napoleon. But it is most worthy of note that, after the ver-

nal equinox, the sun makes for the northern regions, and moves
further away from the Equator. But when he has taken his course

in this direction for three months, he encounters the North Tropic,

which compels him to retreat and go back the way he came to the

south, following the sign Cancer, or Crab ; which sign, according

to Macrobius, derives its name from the retrograde course of the

sun in this region of the globe. This, then, is the material from
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which has been drawn Napoleon's imaginary northern expedition

to Moscow, together with the humihating retreat by which it is

said to have been followed.

Thus everything we have been told of the success or defeat of

this strange warrior is nothing more than a series of allusions to

the course of the sun.

lo. Finally, and this needs no explanation, the sun rises in

the east and sets in the west, as all the world knows. But to the

spectators at the extremities of the earth, the sun seems to rise

from the eastern sea in the morning and to plunge into the western

sea at night. It is, moreover, thus that poets describe his rising

and setting.

That, then, is all we are to understand when we are told that

Napoleon came by sea from the east (Egypt) to reign over France,

and that he disappeared in the western seas after a reign of twelve

years. The twelve years are nothing more than the twelve hours

of the day during which the sun shines on the horizon.

"He reigned but a day," says the author of Les Nouvelles

Messdnie?ines, speaking of Napoleon ; and the way in which he de-

scribes his rise, decline, and fall shows that, like ourselves, this

delightful poet saw in Napoleon nothing more than an image of the

sun. And in truth he is nothing more. His name proves it ; his

mother's name proves it ; his three sisters, his four brothers, his

two wives, his son, his marshals, his exploits,—all prove it. It is

proved, moreover, by his birthplace; by the regions whence, we
are told, he came before entering on his career of dominion ; by

the time he employed in traversing those regions; by the countries

where he prevailed, by those where he succumbed ; and by the

place where he vanished, pale and discrowned, after his brilliant

course,—to quote the poet Casimir Delavigne.

It has, then, been proved that the supposed hero of our cen-

tury is nothing more than an allegorical personage, deriving his

attributes from the sun. It follows that Napoleen Bonaparte, of

whom so much has been said and written, never even existed ; and

this fallacy, into which so many people have fallen headlong, arises

from the amusing blunder of mistaking the mythology of the nine-

teenth century for history.

We might further have appealed in support of our contention

to a great number of royal ordinances, whose indisputable dates

are evidently irreconcilable with the reign of the pretended Napo-

leon ; but we have had sound reasons for letting them alone.



SECOND LECTURE ON BABEL AND BIBLE,

BY FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH.

(concluded.)

REVELATION ! For a long time all scientifically trained theo-

logians, whether Evangelical or Catholic, have for centuries

been firmly convinced that it was a grievous error to have regarded

the invaluable remains of ancient Hebrew scriptures collected into

the Old Testament as constituting collectively a religious canon, as

being from beginning to end a revealed book of religion. For

among them are writings such as the Book of Job, which questions

the very existence of a just God, and in language that sometimes

borders on blasphemy, and other very profane compositions, such,

for example, as wedding songs (the so-called Song of Solomon).

In the pretty love-song. Psalm 45, we read, v. 11 ff. : "Hear, O
daughter, and consider and incline thine ear: forget also thine own
people and thy father's house ; and if the king shall desire thy

beauty—for he is thy lord—fall down before him."

It is very easy to imagine what the results must be when books

and passages like these were forced to submit to a theological, and

even a Messianic, interpretation (comp. the Epistle to the Hebrews

i. 8 f.),—the result could not fail to be such as it was in that medi-

aeval Catholic monk, who, when he read in his Psalter the Latin

maria, "the seas," crossed himself as in the presence of "Maria,"

meaning Mary, the mother of Christ. But for the remainder of the

Old Testament literature also the doctrine of verbal inspiration has

been surrendered even by the Catholic Church. The Old Testa-

ment itself has compelled this result, with its mass of contradictory

duplicate accounts, and with the absolutely inextricable confusion

which has been brought about in the Pentateuch by perpetual revi-

sion and combination.

And to be perfectly serious and frank,—we have not deserved

such an immediate and personal revelation from the divinity any-
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way. For mankind has unto this day treated with absolute flip-

pancy the most primitive and genuine revelation of the holy God,

the ten commandments on the tables of the law from Sinai. Dr.

Martin Luther's said :

"Das Wort sie sollen lassen siakti."

(Inviolate the Word let stand !)

and yet in the Smaller Catechism, from which our children are in-

structed, the entire second commandment has been suppressed, the

same upon which God laid such especial emphasis (Exodus xx.

22 f. ): "Thou shalt not make unto thyself any image or any like-

ness," etc., and have put in its place the last commandment, or

rather prohibition of covetousness (wicked desire), after having

torn it in two, which might easily have been recognised as unper-

missible by comparing Exodus xx. 17 and Deuteronomy v. 18.

The command to honor father and mother is not the fourth

but the fifth, and so on. And in the Catholic Catechism, which

has the same method of numbering the commandments, the first

commandment is, indeed, fuller: "Thou shalt have no other gods

before me; thou shalt not make unto thyself any graven image, to

worship it," but immediately after we read: "Nevertheless, we
make images of Christ, of the mother of God and of all the saints,

because we do not worship them, but only reverence them." This

entirely ignores the fact that God the Lord expressly says : "Thou
shalt not make unto thyself any graven image to worship and to

reverence.^ (Consider also Deuteronomy iv. 16.)

But if we regard the matter for a while from the standpoint of

the letter of the Thora, this reproach falls still more heavily upon

Moses himself, a shrill and unanimous reproach from all the peo-

ples of the earth who ask after God if haply they may find him.

Just think of it: The Almighty God, "the All-container, the AU-

sustainer," the inscrutable, unapproachable, proclaims from the

midst of fire and cloud and to the accompaniment of thunder and

lightning his most holy will, Yahveh, "the rock whose work is

perfect," with his own hands carves two tablets of stone and en-

graves upon them with his own fingers, those fingers that keep the

world in equilibrium, the Ten Commandments,—and then Moses

in anger hurls away the eternal tables of the eternal God and breaks

them into a thousand pieces! And this God a second time writes

other tables, which present his last autograph revelation to man-

kind, the most unique and tangible revelation of God,-—and Moses
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does not consider it worth while to report literally to his people,

and thus to mankind, what God had engraved upon those tables.

We scholars regard it as a serious reproach to one of our num-
ber if, in dealing with an inscription by any one soever, though but

a shepherd who may have perpetuated his name upon some rock

on the Sinaitic peninsula, he reports it inaccurately or incorrectly

in even a single character ; whereas Moses, when he impresses the

ten commandments upon his people once more before crossing the

Jordan, not only changes individual words, transposes words and
sentences, but even substitutes for one long passage another which,

however, he also emphasises expressly as being the very literal

word of God. And accordingly we do not know to this day whether

God commanded that the Sabbath day be kept holy in memory of

his own rest after finishing the six days' labor of creation (Exodus
XX. 11; comp. xxxi. 17), or in commemoration of the incessant

forced labor of his people during their stay in Egypt (Deuteronomy
V. 14 ff.).

The same carelessness has to be regretted in other points that

concern God's most sacred bequest to men. To this day we are

hunting for the peak in the mountain-chain of the Sinaitic pen-

insula which corresponds with all that is told, and while we are

most minutely informed regarding vastly less important things,

such, for instance, as the rings and the rods of the box which con-

tained the two tables, we learn absolutely nothing about the out-

ward character of the tables themselves, except that they were
written upon both sides.

When the Philistines capture the ark of the covenant and

place it in the temple of Dagon at Ashdad, they find on the second

morning following the image of the god Dagon lying in fragments

before the ark of Yahveh (i Samuel v. f.). And then when it is

brought to the little Jewish border-town of Beth Shemesh and the

inhabitants look at it, seventy of them pay for their presumption

by death,—according to another account fifty thousand (!) (i Sam.
vi. ig). Even one who touches the ark from inadvertence is slain

by the wrath of Yahveh (2. Sam. 6-7 f. ).

But as soon as we touch the soil of the historical period, his-

tory is silent. We are told in detail that the Chaldeans carried

away the treasures of the temple at Jerusalem and the gold, silver

and copper furnishings of the temple, the fire pans and basins and
shovels (2 Kings xxiv. 13; xxv. 13 ff. ), but no one is concerned

about the ark with the two God-given tables; the temple goes

down in flame, but not a single word is said of the fate of the two
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miracle-working tables of the Almighty God, the most sacred treas-

ure of the Old Covenant.

We do not propose to ask the cause of all this, but only to

record the fact that Moses is exonerated by the critical study of

the Pentateuch from the reproach which belongs to him according

to the strict letter of the Thora. For, as is confirmed by many and

among them Dillmann {Commentafy to the Books of Exodus and Le-

viticus, p. 201), this authority so highly valued even on the Catho-

lic side, "We have the ten commandments in two different revisions

neither of which is based upon the tables themselves, but upon
other versions."

And similarly all the other so-called Mosaic laws are trans-

mitted to us in two comparatively late revisions, separated from

each other by centuries, whence all the differences are easily

enough accounted for. And we know this also, that the so-called

Mosaic laws represent regulations and customs part of which had

been recognised in Israel from primitive times, and part of which

had not received legal recognition until aftc?- the settlement of the

people in Canaan, and were then attributed bodily to Moses, and

later, for the sake of greater sacredness and inviolability, to Yahveh
himself. The same process we see in connection with the laws of

other races— I will mention here the law-book of Manu—and it is

precisely the case with the law-making of Babylon.

In my first lecture on this subject I pointed out the fact that

we find in Babylon as early as 2250 B. C. a State with a highly

developed system of law, and I spoke of a great Code of Hammu-
rabi which established civil law in all its branches. While at that

time we could only infer the existence of this Code from scattered

but perfectly reliable details,—the original of this great Law Book
of Hammurabi has now been found, and therewith a treasure of

the very first rank has been conferred upon science and especially

upon the science of law and the history of civilisation. It was in the

ruins of the acropolis of Susa, about the turn of the year igoi-1902,

that the French archaeologist de Morgan and the Dominican monk
Scheil had the good fortune to find a monument of King Hammu-
rabi in the shape of a diorite block 2.25 meters high. It had ap-

parently been carried away from Babylon along with other plunder

by the Elamites. On it had been engraved in the most careful

manner 282 paragraphs of law (Fig. 15). As the King himself

says, they are "laws of justice which Hammurabi, the mighty and

just King, has established for the use and benefit of the weak and

oppressed, of widows and orphans." "Let the wronged person,"
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thus we read, "who has a case at law, read this my monumental
record and hear my precious words ; my monument shall explain

his case to him and he may look forward to its settlement ! With

Fig. 15. A Portion of the Inscription of the Laws of Hammurai

a heart full of gratitude let him then say: 'Hammurabi is a lord

who is like a real father to his people.' " But although the King
says that he, the sun of Babylon, which sheds the light over North
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and South in his land, has written down these laws, nevertheless

he in his turn received them from the highest judge of heaven and

earth, the Sun god, the lord of all that is called 'right,' and there-

Fig. i6. Hammurabi Before Shamash, the God of Law.

fore the mighty tablet of the law bears at its head the beautiful

bas-reiief (¥ig. i6), which represents Hammurabi in the act of re-

ceiving the laws from Shamash, the supreme law-giver.
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Thus and not otherwise was it with the giving of the Law on

Sinai, the so-called making of the Covenant between Yahveh and

Israel. For the purely human origin and character of the Israelitic

laws are surely evident enough ! Or is any one so bold as to main-

tain that the thrice holy God, who with his own finger engraved

upon the stone tablet 16 tirzach "thou shalt not kill," in the same

breath sanctioned blood-vengeance, which rests like a curse upon

Oriental peoples to this day, while Hammurabi had almost oblit-

erated the traces of it? Or is it possible that any one still clings

to the notion that circumcision, which had for ages before been

customary among the Egyptians and the Bedouin Arabs, was the

mark of an especial covenant between God and Israel?

We understand very well, according to Oriental thought and

speech, that the numerous regulations for every possible petty

event in daily life, as for instance, the case of a fierce ox that kills

a man or another ox (Exodus xxi. 28 f., 35 f.), that the prohibi-

tions of foods, the minute medicinal prescriptions for skin diseases,

the detailed directions regarding the priest's wardrobe, are repre-

sented as derived from Yahveh. But this is altogether outward

form; the God who prefers the offerings of "a broken spirit, a

broken and a contrite heart (Psalms li. 17), and who took no pleas-

ure in the worship by burnt offerings after the fashion of the

"heathen" peoples, certainly did not ordain this worship by burnt

offerings with its minute details, nor devise the recipes for ointment

and burnt incense "after the art of the perfumer," as the expres-

sion runs (Exodus xxx. 25, 35).

It will be the business of future investigators to determine to

just what extent the Israelitic laws both civil and levitical are

specifically Israelitic, or general Semitic, or how far they were in-

fluenced by the Babylonian code which is so much older and which

had certainly extended beyond the borders of Babylon. I think,

for instance, of the law of retribution, an eye for an eye and a tooth

for a tooth, of the feast of the new moon, the so-called "shew
bread," the high priest's breast plate, and many other things. For

the present we must be thankful that the institution of the Sabbath

day, the origin of which was unclear even to the Hebrews them-

selves, is now recognised as having its roots in the Babylonian

sabattu, "the day par excellence."

On the other hand, no one has maintained that the Ten Com-
mandments were borrowed even in part from Babylon, but on the

contrary it has been pointed out very emphatically that prohibi-

tions like the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh spring from the instinct of
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self-preservation which is common to all men. In fact the most of

the Ten Commandments are just as sacred to the Babylonians as

to the Hebrews : disrespect for parents, false witness, and every

sort of covetousness are also punished severely in Babylonian law,

generally with death. Thus, for instance, we read in the very third

paragraph of Hammurabi's code: "If in a law suit any one on the

witness-stand utters falsehoods and cannot support his testimony,

he shall himself be punished with death if the life of another is in-

volved."

The Second Commandment is specifically Israelitic, the pro-

hibition of every sort of image-worship, which in its direct appli-

cation seems to have a distinctly anti-Babylonian point.

But in connection with the eminently Israelitic First Com-
mandment, "I am Yahveh, thy God; thou shalt have no other

gods beside me," may I be permitted to treat more fully one point

which deeply and permanently concerns all who are interested in

Babel and Bible—the monotheism of the Old Testament. From
the standpoint of Old Testament theology I can understand how,

after it has unanimously and rightly given up the verbal inspira-

tion of the ancient Hebrew scriptures and thus recognised, perhaps

unintentionally but quite logically, the wholly unauthoritative char-

acter of the Old Testament writings as such for our belief, our

knowledge and our investigations,— I say I can understand how
theology now claims as divine the spirit that pervades them and

preaches with so much the greater unanimity the "ethical mono-

theism of Israel," the "spirit of prophecy" as "a real revelation of

the living God."

Great consternation seems to have been produced by the names

mentioned in my first lecture, which we find in surprisingly great

numbers among the North-Semitic nomads who immigrated into

Babylon about 2500 B. C. : "El (i. e., God) hath given," "God
sits in control," "If God were not my God," "God, consider me,"

"God is God," "Jahu (i. e., Yahveh) is God." I really do not

understand this uneasiness. For since the Old Testament itself

represents Abram as preaching in the name of Yahveh (Genesis

xii. 8), and since Yahveh had already been the God of Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob, those old names such as Jahu-ilu, i. e., Joel,

ought really to be welcomed with joy. And these names should

prove very opportune, particularly for those theologians who regard

themselves as affirmative and who hold that "all divine inspira-

tion has undergone a gradual historical development," thereby
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turning the orthodox notion of inspiration upside down, as it seems

to me.

However, the great majority of theologians feel and fear rightly

that these names, which are more than a thousand years older than

the corresponding names in the Old Testament, which attest the

worship of a single god named Jahu, "the permanent" (whether

a tribal god or what not), and which moreover might indicate the

initial point of an historical de-

velopment of the belief in Yah-

veh as existing in very much
wider circles than merely among

the descendants of Abram, will

thereby throw serious doubt upon

its claim to be a special revela-

tion. And therefore they are

laboring and tormenting them-

selves in the effort to explain

away these names, hesitating at

no means. But though the waves

spew and foam, like a lighthouse

in the dark night stand fast the

names of the descendants of

North Semitic Bedouins from

2300 B.C. , "God is God," "Jahu
is God."

It seems to me that exagge-

rations should be avoided in

either direction. I have never

ceased to emphasise the "crass "

polytheism of the Babylonians,

and am far from feeling obliged

to disguise it. But I regard it

as just as much out of place to

make the Sumerian-Babylonian

pantheon and its representation in poetry, particularly in popular

poetry, the butt of shallow wit and sarcastic exaggerations, as we

should properly condemn such ridicule if directed at the gods of

Homer. Nor should the worship of divinities in images of wood

or stone be in any wise glossed over. Only it should not be for-

gotten that even the Biblical account of creation has man created

"in the likeness of God," in diametrical contradiction of the con-

stantly emphasised "spirituality" of God,—as has rightly been

Fig. 17. Horns the Emblem of
Strength.
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pointed out by students of theology. And in view of this fact

we can understand after all how the Babylonians reversed this

method, and conceived and represented their gods in the image of

man.

The prophets of the Old Testament do exactly the same thing,

at least in spirit. In perfect agreement with the Babylonians and

Fig, i8. The Ancient OF Days. (After Schnorr von Karolsfeld.)

Assyrians the prophet Habakkuk (chap, iii.) sees Yahveh approach

with horses and chariot, bow and arrows and lance, and even with

"horns at his side"^ with horns, the symbol of authority and

strength and victory (cp. Numbers xxiii. 22), the customary adorn-

ment of the headdress of both higher and lower divinities among

1 R. v., " rays comingforth from his hand."
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the Assyrio-Babylonians (Fig. 17). And the representations of God
the Father in Christian art : in Michael Angelo, Raphael and all

our illustrated Bibles,—the representation of the first day of crea-

tion (Fig. 18) is taken from Julius von Schnorr's illustrated Bible

—are all derived from a vision of the Prophet Daniel (vii. 9) who
sees God as the "Ancient of Days, his garments white as snow and

the hair of his head like unto pure wool."

But the Babylonians can endure with the same equanimity as

the Catholic Church the wearisome ridicule of the Old Testament

prophets cast upon the Babylonian idols who have eyes but see

not, ears but hear not, a nose but smell not, and feet but cannot go.

For just as intelligent Catholics see in the images merely the repre-

sentations of Christ, Mary and the saints, so did the intelligent

Babylonians: no hymn or prayer was addressed to the image as

such,—they are always appealing to the divinity that dwells be-

yond the bounds of earth.

In passing judgment upon the "ethical monotheism" of Israel

also a certain moderation would seem to be desirable. In the first

place, we must except from consideration in this connection much
of the pre-exilic period, during which Judah as well as Israel, kings

as well as people, were dominated by an ineradicable yet quite

natural predilection for the indigenous Canaanitish polytheism.

Furthermore, it seems to me a particularly unwise proceeding

on the part of certain hotspurs to portray the ethical level of Israel,

even that of the pre-exilic period, as elevated far above that of the

Babylonians. It is undeniable that the warfare of the Assyrio-

Babylonians was cruel and sometimes barbarous. But so was the

conquest of Canaan by the Hebrew tribes accompanied by a torrent

of innocent blood; the capture of "the great and goodly alien

cities, of the houses full of all good things, of the cisterns, the vine-

yards, the olive-groves" (Deuteronomy vi. 10 f
.
) was preceded by

the "devoting" (Deuteronomy vii. 2, R. V., margin) of hundreds

of villages on both sides of the Jordan, that is, by the merciless

massacre of all the inhabitants, even of the women and the very

smallest children. And as for right and justice in state and people,

the persistent denunciations by the prophets of both Israel and

Judah of the oppression of the poor, of widows and of orphans,

taken in conjunction with stories such as that of Naboth's vineyard

(i Kings xxi), reveal a profound corruption of both kings and peo-

ple, while the almost two thousand years' existence of the nation

of Hammurabi would seem to justify the application to it of the

saying: "Righteousness exalteth a nation."
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We actually possess a monumental tablet which warns the

Babylonian king himself most insistently against every species of

injustice ! "If the king takes the money of the people of Babylon
to appropriate it to his own treasury, and then hears the suit of the

Babylonians and permits himself to be inclined to partisanship,

then Marduk, the Lord of heaven and earth, will set his enemy
against him and give his possessions and his treasure to his en-

emy."

In the matter of love of one's neighbor, of compassion upon
one's neighbor, as has already been remarked, there is no deep gulf

to be discovered between Babylon and the Old Testament.

In passing let me call attention here to one other point. Old
Testament theologians make very merry over the Babylonian ac-

count of the Flood with its polytheism, and yet it contains one ele-

ment which appeals to us much more humanly than that of the

Bible. "The Deluge," thus Xisuthros tells us, "was over. I

looked forth over the wide ocean, lamenting aloud because all

humankind had perished." Eduard Siiss, the celebrated Austrian

geologist, confessed long since that in touches like this the simple

narrative of Xisuthros bears the stamp of convincing truth." We
find no report of any compassion on the part of Noah.

The Babylonian Noah and his wife are transformed into gods;

this too would have been impossible in Israel. Of the pilgrimage

to Jerusalem to the Feast of Weeks we read, Deuteronomy xvi. 11

(cp. also xii. 18): "And thou shalt rejoice before Yahveh, thy God,

thou and thy son and thy daughter and thy manservant and thy

maidservant,"—but where is the wife? It is generally recognised

that the position of women in Israel was a very subordinate one

from earliest childhood. We find in the Old Testament scarcely a

single girl's name which expresses in the cordial manner customary

in the case of boys' names, joyful gratitude to Yahveh for the birth

of the child. All the tender pet-names of girls, such as "Beloved,"

"Fragrant One," "Dew-born," "Bee," "Gazelle," "Ewe" (Ra-

chel), "Myrtle" and "Palm," "Coral" and "Crown" cannot in

my opinion deceive us on this point. The woman is the property

of her parents and afterwards of her husband ; she is a valuable

"hand," upon which in marriage a great share of the heaviest do-

mestic burdens are laid. And above all, as in Islam, she is dis-

qualified for performing religious rites.

All this was different and better in Babylon : for instance, we
read in the time of Hammurabi of women who have their chairs

carried into the temple; we find the names of women as witnesses
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in legal documents, and other similar things. Right here in this

matter of the position of women we may perceive clearly how pro-

foundly the Babylonian civilisation was influenced by the non-

Semitic civilisation of the Sumerians.

And how variously pitched is that instrument, the human tem-

perament! While Koldewey and others with him are astonished

anew that the excavations in Babylonia bring to light absolutely

no obscene figures, a Catholic Old Testament scholar knows of

''numberless statuettes found in Babylon which have no other pur-

pose but to give expression to the lowest and most vulgar sensual-

ity." Thou poor goddess of childbirth, poor goddess Istar! How-
ever, although thou be moulded only of clay, 3'et needst thou not

'^^\

"^J

u

Babylonian Clay Figures Representing the Goddess of Birth.

blush to appear in this company (Fig. 19); for I am certain thou

wilt give no offence, just as certain as that we are none of us

offended but on the contrary love to give ourselves up to the con-

templation of the glorious and familiar marble statue of Eve with

her children (Fig. 20).

And although an Evangelical specialist in the Old Testament,

finding occasion in a passage of a Babylonian poem, which has not

yet received its definitive interpretation, exclaims with similar eth-

ical indignation, that we "must needs search through the most

vulgar corners of Further Asia in order to find its analogues," I

cannot, indeed, boast of equal knowledge of local details, but I

would like to remind him of the reasons why our school authorities

so urgently demanded extracts from the Old Testament, and to
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warn him against throwing stones, lest all too speedily his own
glass house come crashing about his ears.

However, these skirmishes, provoked by my opponents, into

the realm of the moral level of the two nations involved, seem to

me of infinitely less importance than a final observation in connec-

tion with the proclamation of the "ethical monotheism" of Israel

or of the ''spirit of prophetism " as a genuine revelation of the liv-

ing God," which in my opinion has not yet received fitting atten-

tion.

Five times a day and even more

frequently the orthodox Moslem
prays the Paternoster of Islam,

the first Sura of the Koran, which

closes with the words: "Lead us,

O Allah, the right way, the way of

those whom thou hast favored, who
are not smitten by thy wrath [like

the Jews] and who are not in error

[like the Christians]." The Muslim

alone is the one favored by Allah,

he alone is the one chosen by God
to adore and worship the true God.

All other men and races are kafirun,

heretics, whom God has not pre-

destined to eternal salvation. Just

such and not otherwise, deeply

rooted in the nature of the Semite,

does the Yahvism of Israel show

itself to be, in the pre-exilic as

well as in the post-exilic period.

Yahveh is the only true (or high-

est) God, but at the same time

he is the God of Israel solely and exclusively, Israel is his chosen

people and his inheritance ; all other nations are Gojim or heathen,

given over by Yahveh himself to godlessness and idolatry. This

is a doctrine absolutely irreconcilable with our nobler conception

of God, but which, nevertheless is uttered in uncloaked language

in the nineteenth verse of the fourth chapter of Deuteronomy, a

passage which at the same time destroys with a single phrase the

illusion of a "primitive revelation": "Lest thou lift up thine eyes

.unto heaven and when thou seest the sun and the moon and the

stars, even all the host of heaven, thou worship them and reverence

Fig. 20. Eve and Her Children.

(A marble statue by Adolf Briitt.)'
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them, which Yahveh, thy God, hath divided unto all the peoples

under the whole heaven ; but you Yahveh hath taken and brought

forth out of Egypt, to be unto him a people of inheritance." Ac-

cording to this, the worship of the heavenly bodies and of idols

was willed and decreed by Yahveh himself upon the peoples under

the whole heaven. So much the more dreadful is the shock when
in Deuteronomy vii. 2, Yahveh gives the command to exterminate

mercilessly on account of their impiety the seven great and power-

ful peoples whom Israel may expect to find already in possession of

Canaan, or when we read, verse 16: "And thou shalt consume all

the peoples which Yahveh thy God shall deliver unto thee ; thine

eye shall not pity them."

It goes hard to regard as inspired by the holy and just God
this monotheism of the exclusively national type. It is not mani-

fested in the nature of the case in such passages as the account of

the creation, but in general it runs throughout the Old Testament

undeniably from Sinai on: "I am Yahveh, thy God," to Deutero

Isaiah: ''Comfort ye, comfort ye my people," and to Zechariah's

prophecy (xx. 8, 23): "Thus saith Yahveh Zebaoth : In those

days it shall come to pass that ten men shall take hold, out of all

the languages of the nations (Gojim), shall even take hold of the

skirt of him that is a Jew, saying, "We will go with you, for we
have heard that God is with yon." It is this monotheism that left

all the other nations of the earth "without hope" and "without

God in the world," as for instance the apostle Paul assumes (Ephe-

sians ii. 11 f. ). And yet we have all been so hypnotised from youth

up by this dogma of the "exclusive inheritance of Israel" (Ephe-

sians ii. 12), that we regard the history of the ancient world from

an entirely wrong point of view and are even satisfied to claim for

ourselves at this day the role of a "spiritual Israel," forgetting the

mighty historical revolution which was accomplished in the New
Testament times under the influence of John the Baptist and the

preaching of Jesus, that dramatic conflict between Judaism, Jewish

Christianity, and Gentile Christianity, which made it possible for

Peter to exclaim (Acts x. 34 f. ): " Of a truth I perceive that God
is no respecter of persons, but that in every nation, he that feareth

him and is acceptable to him," thus tearing down the partition be-

tween the Oriental- Israelitic and the Christian-philosophic concep-

tion of the universe.

For my own part, I live firm in the belief that the early He-

brew scriptures, even if they lose their standing as "revealed" or

as permeated by a "revealed" spirit, will nevertheless always main-
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tain their great importance, especially as a unique monument of a

great religio-historical process which continues even into our own

times. The lofty passages in the prophets and the psalms, filled

with a living confidence in God and with longing for repose in God,

will always find a living echo in our hearts, despite the particular-

istic limitation of its literal text and its literal meaning, which are

largely obliterated anyway in our translation of thfe Bible. Indeed,

w^ords like those of the prophet Micah (vi. 6-8): "Wherewith

shall I come before Yahveh, and bow myself before the high God?

Shall I come before him with burnt offerings, with calves of a year

old? Will Yahveh be pleased with thousands of rams, or ten thou-

sands of rivers of oil? Or shall I give my firstborn for my trans-

gression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? He hath

showed thee, O man, what is good ; and what doth Yahveh require

of thee, but to do justice, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly

with thy God ! "—words like these, insisting on an ethical mani-

festation of religion in the life (and which are also found in Baby-

lonian writings) come, as it were, from the very soul of all sincerely

religious people to-day.

But on the other hand, let us not blindly cling to antiquated

and scientifically discredited dogmas from the vain fear that our

faith in God and our true religious life might suffer harm ! Let us

remember that all things earthly are in living motion, and that

standing still means death. Let us look back upon the mighty,

throbbing force with which the German Reformation filled the

great nations of the earth in every field of human endeavor and hu-

man progress ! But even the Reformation is only one stage on the

road to the goal of truth set for us by God and in God. Let us

press forward toward it, humbly but with all the resources of free

scientific investigation, joyfully professing our adherence to that

standard perceived with eagle eye from the high watch-tower and

courageously proclaimed to all the world : "The further develop-

ment of religion."
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BY DR. FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH.

THE ETHICAL ASPECT.

IN his Der Kampf mn Babel tmd Bibel, p. 20 ff., Professor Samuel

Oettli says: "The materials transmitted to us in the Old Tes-

tament have been plunged into an atmosphere of ethical tnono-

theism and purified by this bath from all ethically or religiously

confused and confusing elements. We no longer find the deluge

here as the product of the blind wrath of a god, but as the ethically

warranted punishment sent by a just god upon a degenerate race."

This is an error. Even the report of Berosus shows us that to

the Babylonians also the world fiood was a sin-flood. ^ Consider

his words: "The others cried aloud when a voice commanded

them to fear God, as Xisuthros had been translated to the gods

because he had been godfearing." While we may assure ourselves

from this alone that the Babylonian Noah escaped from the judg-

ment of the deluge because of his piety and the remainder of man-

kind were destroyed because of their ever-increasing sinfulness,

the inference is confirmed by the words in the cuneiform inscrip-

tion, spoken by Ea after the deluge to Bel who had caused it

:

"Lay up his sin against the sinner," etc.

Professor Edward Konig, in his essa-y Bibel und Babel, p. 32,

says: "The spirit of the two traditions (Babylonian and Hebrew)

is totally different. This is shown by a single feature : The Baby-

lonian hero rescues his inanimate as well as his living property,

while in both the Bible accounts we have the higher point of view

represented by the rescue of the living creatures only." What

1 Compiled from the notes written to the Revised Edition by Friedrich Delitzsch in reply to

the critics of his first lecture on Babel and Bible. Translated by Prof. W. H. Carruth, University

of Kansas.

2 An untranslatable German pun and popular etymology (Sintflut= " universal flood ": Siind-

flut = " sin-flood ").
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blind zeal ! Even in the fragment of Berosus we read that Xisu-

thros was commanded to "take in winged and fourfooted animals,"

and the original cuneiform account says expressly: "I brought up

into the ship the cattle of the field and the wild beasts of the field."

Accordingly, the "higher point of view" must be conceded to the

Babylonian account by Konig himself.

THE PRIMORDIAL CHAOS.

With reference to mythological features in the Biblical account

of the creation something further may be said. Oettli remarks with

much truth, p. 12, on the presumption of the existence of a chaos :

"The notion of a primitive matter which was not derived from

God's creative activity but which had rather to be overcome by it,

cannot have grown up on soil of the Religion of Israel, which is

strictly monotheistic in its thought, at least on the prophetic

heights, and consequently excludes the dualistic conflict of two

hostile primitive principles." I call attention here to the remark

of Wellhausen also: "If we take Chaos for granted, everything

else is developed out of this; everything else is reflection, syste-

matic construction, which we can figure out with little difficulty."

TRACES OF POLYTHEISM.

In the Elohistic account of the creation also there are traces

of polytheistic elements. When we read (Genesis i. 26): "Let us

make men in our^ own image, after our semblance," Oettli says

with justice :
" Moreover, that plural of self-appeal preceding the

creation of man is not so easily to be reconciled with the later strict

monotheism, nor the 'image of God' in which man is created,

with the spirituality of Yahveh which is afterwards so strongly em-

phasised, when once, rejecting all exegetic arts, we give to words

their simple and obvious meaning. And this, notwithstanding the

fact that the Biblical author, in accordance with his religious posi-

tion, has given a higher value to these originally foreign elements."

In fact. Genesis i. 26 and Isaiah xlvi. 5 are in irreconcilable

opposition. The polytheistic coloring of Genesis i. 27 with its im-

plied distinction of gods and goddesses would appear peculiarly

drastic if the three members of the sentence are thought of as quite

closely connected : "And God created man in his own image, in

the image of God created He him, male and female created He
them." But we cannot regard this as sure.

IThe assumption that we have here a case of J>luralis majestaticus is not, indeed, precluded

by general Hebrew usage, but it is far-fetched ; compare iii. 2, the saying of Vahveh :
" Lo, man

has become as one of us."
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BABYLONIAN MONOTHEISM.

It may be recalled that I said in my first lecture: "Despite

the fact that free and enlightened minds publicly taught that Nergal

and Nebo, moon-god and sun-god, the thunder-god Ramman and

all the other gods were one in Marduk, the god of light, polytheism

remained for three thousand years the state religion of Babylon."

Jensen has felt warranted in accompanying this remark with

the following observations, which have been carried further by

Konig and others with much gratification, as was to be expected :

"This would indeed be one of the most significant discoveries ever

made in the realm of the history of religion, and therefore we must

regret exceedingly that Delitzsch does not cite his source. I be-

lieve that I may declare with all positiveness that nothing of the

sort can be derived from the texts that are accessible to me. There-

fore we beg urgently that he publish soon the text of the passage

which deprives Israel of the greatest glory that has hitherto illu-

mined that race,—that of being the only one that worked its way

out into pure monotheism."

Very good, if indeed Jensen stands by his expression, Israel is

now actually deprived of this its greatest glory, and this by the

Neo-Babylonian cuneiform tablet 8i, 11-3, m, known since 1895

and published in \\\& Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria I?isti-

ttite by Theo. G. Pinches,—a tablet which is indeed preserved only

as a fragment, but the remaining portion of which shows us that

upon it all the divinities of the Babylonian pantheon (or at least

the chief ones) are indicated as being one with and one in the god

Marduk. I quote only a few lines }

"The god Marduk is written and called Ninib as the possessor

of power, Nergal or perhaps Zamama as lord of combat or of battle,

Bel as possessor of dominion, Nebo as lord of business (?), Sin as

illuminator of the night, Samas as lord of all that is right, as lord

of rain."

Accordingly, Marduk is Ninib as well as Nergal, moon-god as

well as sun-god, etc., in other words, the names Ninib and Nergal,

Sin and Samas are only various designations of the one god Mar-

ilNin-ib
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duk; they are all one with him and in him. Is this not "indoger-

manic monotheism, the doctrine of the unity which develops only

out of variety"?

THE NAME "EL."

On il, ^N' God.—All Semitic prepositions were originally sub-

stantives. For the preposition "^J;?, which is originally //, "toward,

to, at," the fundamental significance which from the start seems

most probable, "aim, direction," is still preserved in Hebrew, al-

though this was until recently overlooked. It is found in the

phrase, "This or that is ^'T't '^'l'/' that is, "at the disposal of thy

hand," "it is in thy control."

The opinion that "'^^ in this phrase means "power" may have

the support of tradition, like thousands of other errors in the He-

brew lexicography, but it has never been demonstrated, and there-

fore it is not true, as Konig declares (p. 38), that "^/ is surely equiv-

alent to 'power' or 'strength.'" The only meaning that can be

demonstrated is "aim, direction," which carries with it as a matter

of course the concrete significance "that toward which one directs

himself, end, goal."

The Sumerians conceived of their gods as dwelling up above

where the eye of man is directed, in and over the sky ; we ourselves

use "heaven" figuratively for "God" (comp. Daniel iv. 23); and

furthermore, a Babylonian psalm calls the sun-god digi/ irsitini

rapostim, the "goal of the wide world," that is, the end toward

which the eyes of all the earth-dwellers are directed, and, finally,

the poet of the Book of Job (xxxvi. 25), in harmony with an abun-

dance of other passages in Semitic literatures, glorifies God as the

one "on whom all eyes hang, toward whom man looks from afar."

And just so the earliest Semites called the "divine" being whom
they conceived of as dwelling in the heavens above and ruling

heaven and earth //, el, "that toward which the eye is directed,"

(cp. the analogous application of 5P to God and things divine in

Hosea xi. 7). In my opinion the first and original meaning of the

word is "goal of the eye," as is the case with the sun and the sky.

Inasmuch as il is thus demonstrated to have the meaning

"aim, goal," and as the designation of the deity by this word is

perfectly in accord with the Semitic habit of thought, and it is

therefore not permissible to assume another primitive noun il, my
interpretation of el, the name of God, is established in every point.

It is just as useless and impermissible to seek after a verb cor-

responding to such a primitive noun as // (see Konig, p. 38), as to
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seek after a verbal stem to match others of these most ancient bi-

consonantal nouns, such asyVw, " day, " or ;;////, "man."
Besides, the etymology of the word //, cl is not the most im-

portant consideration. The chief thing is rather the fact that those

North-Semitic tribes which we find established about 2500 B. C.

both north and south of Babylon, and whose greatest monarch in

later times (about 2250) was King Hammurabi, conceived of and

worshipped God as a unitary, spiritual being. Let it be observed

that this applies to the North-Semitic tribes which had in part im-

migrated to Babylonia and afterwards established themselves

there, not to Sumerian-Semitic Babylonians.

A number of journals have represented it as my opinion that

"even the Jewish conception of God was derived from the Baby-

lonian cosmology"; and Oettli (p. 4) says that in my view even

"the name and the worship of Yahveh himself, united with a more

or less definitely developed monotheism, was a primitive posses-

sion of Babylon," But these are misrepresentations.

As to those names of persons which occur so frequently in the

time of the first Babylonian dynasty, Konig is utterly mistaken in

declaring (p. 40, 42) that among notorious polytheists the names

must needs be translated and interpreted as "a god hath given";

and so is Oettli (p. 23) when he asks : "Who can prove that those

names are not to be taken polytheistically, 'a god hath given,' '«

god be with me' "? To say nothing of other reasons, this interpre-

tation breaks down in the case of such names as Ilu-amranni, "God
consider me!" Ilu-tiiram, "God, turn thee hither again!" and

others. Or, on the other hand, are we to cease to render Bdb-ilu

"Gate of God," and say "Gate of a god"? No! For the time of

Hammurabi we hold fast to those beautiful names which signify so

much for the history of religion: Ilu-ittia, "God be with me," Ilu-

amtahar, "I called upon God," Ilu-abi, Ilu-?nilki, "God is my fa-

ther," or "my counsel," larbi-ilu, "Great is God," lamlik-ilu,

"God sits in power," Ibsi-ina-ili, "Through God came he into be-

ing," Avel-ilu, "Servant of God," Mut{utn)-ilu, "Man of God"
(=Methuscha'el), Iluma-le'i, "God is mighty," /Mma-abi, "God
is my father," Ilmna-ilu, "God is God," Summa-ilu- Id-ilia, "If God
were not my God," and so on.

The names must of course be judged collectively. In the case

of certain of them (as in certain Assyrian names, like Na'id-ilu) we
might certainly see in "God" merely an appellative, as perhaps in

the phrase from the laws of Hammurabi: mahar-ili, to assert any-

thing "before God"; or in the phrase that occurs hundreds cA
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times in the Babylonian contracts of that period, "to swear by God
{ilu) and the king" (cp. i Samuel xii. 3, 5: "by Yahveh and the

king"), but taking them all together it seems to me that they make

it impossible to think that //?/ means a "city or family god," or the

"special tutelary deity."

Precisely in "the endeavor of a people without philosophical

development to be as concrete and specific as possible in its notions

and expressions," we should inevitably expect to find in each case

the name of the particular divinity intended, or on the other hand

if the tutelary divinity of the family or of the infant was meant we

should expect to find "my God," or "his God." An unprejudiced

and unsophisticated consideration of all these and other names of

the Hammurabi period leads rather to the renewed assumption that

they are rooted in a religious conception different from the poly-

theistic views that were native in Babylon. What was the nature

and value of that monotheism the contemporary sources do not

enable us to determine, but only to infer them from the later de-

velopment of "Yahvism."

THE NAME "YAHVEH."

We must insist with all positiveness that in the two names

Ya-a'-vc-ilu and Ya ve-ilu the reading Ya've is the only one that

can be regarded as within the realm of possibility.

The assault upon my reading—which in the light of our pres-

ent knowledge is irrefutable—has revealed a lamentable state of

ignorance in the critics : this ignorance may account for the mis-

cellaneous insinuations which have been indulged in, as when Pro-

fessor Kittel ventures to speak of my reading as a "partisan ma-

neuver."

In order to at least correct this ignorance, I beg to make the

following brief and condensed exposition of the matter for the ben-

efit of my theological critics and of certain of the Assyriologists

who have volunteered to advise them. The sign vu has the follow-

ing syllabic values : pi; tal; tu; tarn, and besides in Babylonian in

particular: ^'jye' m" jvct; a; (vu), or as would be perhaps bet-

ter: ve; vd; a; {vu). But any one who has become measurably

familiar with the style of writing of the Hammurabi period knows

that, even if the reading Ya-'u-md be granted, this 7>id cannot pos-

sibly be interpreted as the emphasising particle fna. Accordingly

Konig (p. 48 f. ) and Kittel and others are mistaken; on the con-

trary, ma is without exception written with its customary sign.
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Thus the interpretation of the names in question as "Ya, Ya'u is

God" is absolutely precluded. Let him who denies this cite one

single instance in which the emphatic particle lua is written with

the character vu. And in the case of Ya-ii-uin-ilu, I may remark

incidentally, the in may be only mimation and not an abbreviated

ma.

Neither is the reading proposed by Bezold, Ya-a-bi-ihi, pos-

sible, for in the time of Hammurabi the sign bi does perhaps rep-

resent also the syllable pi, but the reverse, sign vu for bi, is never

the case. And on mature reflection the reading Ya-{ay-pi-ilu can-

not be considered. It is true that the sign vti is found for// in the

time of Hammurabi, as frequently in the contracts published by

Meissner in his Beitrdge zum altbabylonischen Privatrecht, and also

in the Code of Hammurabi, but the regular sign for// occurs much
more frequently. For instance, in the 79 letters from this very

period, published by King,// is represented exclusively by its regu-

lar sign.

Besides this, a "canaanitish" verb form ia'pi, iapi could be

derived only from a stem riDn, which does not exist. Instead of

Ya{')ve ilu we might then at most read Ya-{^a/w-)vd/u-iiu, with

radical v, but by this very emendation we should expose ourselves

to the dreaded recognition of a god mn*'. Accordingly my reading

Ya-a'-ve-ilu, Ya-ve-ilu remains the most obvious as well as the only

one deserving serious consideration.

I venture on the interpretation of the name Ya{'')ve-ilu with

less confidence than on the reading of it. The interpretation pro-

posed by Konig (p. 50), "May God protect" (why not, "May^;

god protect"?), from Arabic /laiiia, "to protect," as well as that

of Earth (p. 19), "God gives life" {Ya-ah-ve-ilu), is highly improb-

able. As names from a foreign language they would needs appear

as Yahve-ilu, not Yd've-ilu or even Ydve-ilu, and only in the last ex-

tremity would one be justified in the assumption that these foreign

personal names had gradually been Babylonised in pronunciation,

at the same time becoming wholly unintelligible. No, if we are to

concede that there is a verb-form contained m. ya've, ydve, then it is

certainly the most obvious thing to think of the verb mn, the older

form of riTl which is assumed in Exodus iii. 14, and to interpret it

with Zimmern as "God exists." My interpretation, "Ja've is

God," would accordingly remain by far the most probable in and

of itself.
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THE NAME " YAHUM-ILU."

The name Ya-u-um-ilu is and remains a foreign name. It

belongs among the North-Semitic tribes, more precisely Canaan-

itic. Among these tribes there is no other god Ya-ti but the god

^n^, Yahii, that god who is contained in the name Ya-u-ha-zi and

others.

Now this name of the divinity Yahti which is found at the be-

ginning and especially at the end of Hebrew names of persons, is

the shorter form of Yahve, "the Existing," and consequently pre-

supposes the fuller form Yahve. Now even to the Jews of the exilic

and post-exilic periods the name Yahveh was by no means a nomen

ineffabile, as is shown by the many names of this later time : Ya-se'-

ya-a-va= Isaiah ('iri^i''^'?), Pi-li-ya-a-va, and others. So much the less

could it have been such to that primitive period in which the name

of God, Yahveh, was very far from possessing the sanctity which it

was to attain later in Israel.

The name Yahum-ilu, therefore, presupposes a fuller equiva-

lent name Ya've-ilu. Now when such a name is really twice docu-

mented, in Ya'-ve-ilu, Ya-ve-ilu, should it not be recognised as such

without reserve, and the more so as the refusal to recognise it will

after all not obliterate the fact of the existence of the North-Semitic

("Canaanitic") name of the divinity Yahtc, which is perfectly iden-

tical with Yahveh, nor the existence of a name YaJu(-ilu, "Yahu is

God," similar to the Hebrew ^xr (Joel), a thousand years before

the prophet Elijah's utterance upon Carmel, "Yahveh is God"
(i Kings xviii. 39)?

It needs no demonstration to convince competent judges that

Earth's interpretation (p. 19) of Ya-hu-tim-ilu as abbreviated from

Ya-ah-we-ilu must be rejected.

Jensen too regards it as "certainly in the highest degree prob-

able that both composita contain the name of God Yaveh-Yahu,'"

adding very correctly: "Now since the YaWva in the name cannot

be of Assyrio-Babylonian origin, it is surely of foreign origin, and

hence, in all probability, the whole name is ' Canaanitic,' and its

wearers, or wearer, also 'Canaanites.' " But when he goes on to

say :
" But because a Miiller or a Schultze is met with in Paris, we

are not warranted in assuming that the Germans are the prevalent

race in Paris; and just as little does an Ya''wa-il{u), appearing in

Babylon 2000 years ago, need to prove anything more than that

the bearers of this name occasionally came to Babylon,"—when he
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reasons thus I confidently leave it to the unprejudiced reader to

decide whether, in view of all the names like Yarhi-ilu, Yamlik-ilu,

and so on (not to mention Hanunurabi, A?nmi-zadiiga, and other

Canaanitish names), the delicate parallel of Miiller and Schulze is

even remotely justified. Furthermore, even Jensen is compelled,

as we see, to admit that the evidence is good for the existence of

the divine name Yahvc ( Yahvu) before 2000 B. C Moreover, Zim-

mern makes this concession: "Even supposing that we have in

va-u-um the name of a divinity, which is not improbable, and even

the name Yahji, Yahve, whicli is possible.'" That is enough for the

present; the admission of the reading Ya-{a'')ve and of my inter-

pretation will probably follow.

And accordingly, if Ya-i/-u>/i holds its own as equivalent to

in^, iiT, then the names of that same period: Ilu iditwam, "God
hath given," Sd-ili, "Belonging to God," Ilu-atntahar, "I called

upon God," Ilu-turam, "God, turn to me," etc., may with double

right be regarded as equivalent in their content to the correspond-

ing Hebrew names.



REPLY TO CRITICS OF THE FIRST LECTURE.

BY DR. FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH.

PROCESSIONS OF THE GODS.

JENSEN would not countenance my proposition that processions

of Gods are mentioned in Isaiah. We read (xlv. 20): "They
have no knowledge that carry their graven image of wood, and pray

unto a God that cannot help," and again (xlvi. i): "Bel has sunk

down, Nebo is bowed down, their idols are fallen to the lot of the

beasts and to the cattle, the things (i. e., fabrications) that ye car-

ried about are made a load, a burden to the weary beasts." There

can be but few commentators here who do not think in connection

with these passages of the Babylonian processions of the gods, in

which Bel and Nebo were carried in ceremonious progress through

the streets of Babel.

AARON'S BLESSING."

What I have said as to the significance of the phrase in the

Aaronite blessing, "Yahveh lift up his countenance to thee," i. e.,

"turn his favor, his love, towards thee," holds good in spite of my
critics. When spoken of men, "to lift the countenance to any one

or to anything" means nothing more than "to look up at" (so it is

used in 2 Ki. i::. 32). It is used in Job xxii. 26 (cf. xi. 15), as well

as in 2 Sam. ii. 22, with reference to a man who, free from guilt

and fault, can look up God and to his fellow-men. This meaning,

of course, is not appropriate if the words are spoken of God. Then

it must mean precisely the same thing as the Assyrian, " to raise

the eyes to anyone," that is to say, to find pleasure in one, to direct

one's love towards him ; therefore not quite the same as to take

heed of one (as in S'legirled-Stade' s I/'el>ra/sc/ies Woi-tcrbuch, p. 441).

If it were so, "the Lord lift up his countenance to thee" would be

equivalent to "the Lord keep thee." When Jensen {^op. cit., col.

1 Num. vi. 24 If.
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491) insists that the Assyrian expression is literally, not to lift up

"the face," but to lift up "the eyes," he might with equal justice

deny that Assyrian bit Ammdn means the same thing as the He-

brew bene Amnion. In fact, whereas the prevailing Hebrew usage

is "if it be right in thine eyes," the Assyrian says in every case,

"if it be right in thy. countenance" {ina pdnika; cf. sutnma \_ina]

tan sarri mahir^; "eyes" and " countenance" interchange in such

phrases as this.

In Hebrew we find "to lift up the eyes to one" used as equiv-

alent to "to conceive an affection for one," only with reference to

human, sensual love (Gen. xxxix. 7). The value of the Assyrian

phrase, "to lift up the eyes to any one," in its bearing on the

Aaronite blessing, rests in the fact that it is used with preference

(though not exclusively, as Jensen thinks) of the gods who direct

their love towards a favored person or some sacred spot. In reply

to Jensen who claims (p. 490) that the choice of my example of

the usefulness of Assyrian linguistic analogies is "a failure," I

comfort myself with the thought that the recognition of our in-

debtedness as to a deepening of the meaning of the Aaronite bless-

ing to cuneiform literature, was many years ago publicly endorsed

by no lesser one than Franz Delitzsch.

J. Barth attacks on trivial grounds my statement that Canaan

at the time of the Israelite Incursion, was a "domain completely

pervaded by Babylonian culture " This fact, however, obtains

ever wider recognition. Alfred Jeremias in the '^Zeitgeist'' of the

Berliner Tageblatt, February 16, 1903, says: "Further, at the time

of the immigration of the 'children of Israel,' Canaan was sub-

ject to the especial influence of Babylonian civiHsation. About

1450 the Canaanites, like all the peoples of the Nearer East, wrote

in the Babylonian cuneiform character, and in the Babylonian lan-

guage. This fact, proved by the literature of the time, forces us

to assume that the influence of Babylonian thought had been ex-

erted for centuries previously. Of late Canaan itself seems to wish

to bear witness. The excavation of an ancient Canaanite castle by

Professor Sellin has brought to light an altar with Babylonian

genii and trees of life, and Babylonian seals."

It may be briefly recalled here that the religion of the Cana-

anites with their god Tammuz, and their Asherahs, bears unmistak-

able marks of Babylonian influence, and that before the immigration

of the children of Israel a place in the neighborhood of Jerusalem

was called Bit-Ninib (house of Ninib), after the Babylonian god

Ninib. There may have been actually in Jerusalem itself a bit
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Ninib, a temple of the god Ninib. See Keilinschriftlichc Bibliothek,

v., No. 183, 15, and cf. Zimmern, in the third edition of Schra-

der's Die Keilijischriften und das Alte Testament, second half, p. 411.

Cf. also Lecture II., p. 184.

THE SABBATH.

The vocabulary (II. R. 32, No. i) mentions, among divers

kinds of days, a um niih libhi (1. 16, a, b), a day for the quieting of

the heart (viz., of the gods), with its synonym sa-pat-tum, which

word, in view of the frequent use of the sign pat for bat (e. g., s/i-

pat, var. bat, "dwelling"; Tig. vi. 94), might be interpreted to

mean sabattum, and on the authority of the syllabar}^ (82, 9-18,

4159, col. I, 24) where UD (Sumer. //) is rendered by sa- bat-turn,

it must be so.

The statement in the syllabary not only confirms the view that

the word sabattum means a day, but it may also explain the sabat-

tum to be tJic day par- excellence, perhaps because it is the day of

the gods.

Jensen in Z. A. iv., i88g, pp.. 274 et seq. says that sabattu

means "appeasement (of the gods), expiation, penitential prayer,"

and the verb sabdtu "to conciliate" or "to be conciliated" (Jensen

in Cbiristliche Welt, col. 492). But, neither from 83, 1-8, 1330, col.

I, 25, where ZUR is rendered sa-bat-ti?n (following immediately

upon fiuhhu), nor from IV. 8, where TE is rendered by sa-bat-tim

[why not, as elsewhere, in the nominative?], may Jensen's propo-

sition be inferred with any degree of certamty. The verb sabdtu

is hitherto only attested as a synonym of gamdru (V. R. 28, 14, <?,/).

Therefore, the only meaning that may be justifiably assumed for

sabattu at present is "cessation (of work), keeping holiday." It

seems to me that the compiler of the syllabary 83, 1-8, 1330, de-

rived his statement ZUR and TE= sabbatim from the equations

UD. ZUR and UD. TE^=^ii7n nuhhi ox pussuhi=:^ihn sabattim.

Accordingly, the Babylonian sabattu is tlie day of the quieting

of the heart of the gods and the rest day for human work (the latter

is naturally the condition of the former).

If in the well-known calendar of festivals (IV. R. ^2/33) the

seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, and twenty-eighth days of a month

are expressly characterised as days whereon every kind of labor

should rest, should we not see in these days no other than the sa-

battu-ddiy'^

The mooted words in the calendar of festivals run, according

to our present knowledge, thus: "The shepherd of the great na-
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tions shall not eat roasted or smoked (?) meat (variant : anything

touched by fire), not change his garment, not put on white raiment,

not offer sacrifice." [It is doubtful whether these prohibitions are

of universal application, binding also the flocks of the shepherd.

Then the particular prohibitions follow] ; "the King shall not

mount his chariot, as ruler not pronounce judgment; the Magus
shall not give oracles in a secret place [i. e., removed from pro-

fane approach], the physician shall not lay his hand on the sick,

[the day being] unauspiscious for any affair whatever" (.? ana kal

sibuti; silnctu here, it seems used like ^^i, in Dan. vi. i8; " aff f air,

cause").

Accordingly we must acquiesce in the fact that the Hebrew
Sabbath, ultimately is rooted in a Babylonian institution. More

than this was not claimed.

We need not quarrel with Konig who emphasises that the

Israelite Sabbath received its specific consecration on account of

its "humanitarian tendency towards servants, and animals."

The setting apart of the seventh day as the day in which we
are to refrain from labors of any kind finds its explanation, as I

showed years ago, in the fact that the number seven was in this as

in other instances to the Babylonians an 'evil' number, and this

is the reason why the seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, twenty-

eighth days in the above-mentioned calendar are called UD. HUL.
GAL., i. e., evil days.

Alfred Jeremias (1. c, p. 25) aptly recalls the Talmudic story,

according to which Moses arranged with Pharaoh a day of rest for

his people, and when asked which he thought the most appropriate

for the purpose, answered : "The seventh, dedicated to the Planet

Saturn, labors done on this day will anyhow not prosper, in any

case."

THE FALL.

Any one who reads without bias my comments on the cylinder

seal (Fig. 47) representing a Babylonian conception of the Fall,

will grant that in comparing it to the Biblical story of the Fall,

that I merely proposed to emphasise the circumstance that the

serpent as the corrupter of the woman was a significant feature in

either version. The dress of the two Babylonian figures, naturally

prevented me also from regarding the tree as the tree "of knowl-

edge of good and evil."

It seems to me that possibly there may loom back of the Bib-

lical story in Gen. chapters ii.-iii. another older form which knew of
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one tree only in the middle of the garden, the Tree of Life. The
words in ii. g, "and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,"

seem to be superadded, and the narrator, quite engrossed with the

newly introduced tree of knowledge, and forgetful of the tree of

life inadvertently makes God allow man to eat of the tree of life

which is in contradiction with iii. 22.

As to the tree, but that alone, I agree with the late C. P. Tiele

who sees in the mooted Babylonian picture, "a god with his male
or female worshippers partaking of the fruit of the tree of life," "a
symbol of the hope of immortality," and also with Hommel, who
says (p. 23): "It is most important that the original tree was ob-

viously conceived to be a conifer, a pine or cedar with its life and

procreation promoting fruits. There is, accordingly, an unmistak-

able allusion to the holy cedar of Eridu, the typical tree of Para-

dise in the Chaldaean and Babylonian legends."

Jensen (col. 488) argues as follows: "If the picture has any

reference to the story of the Fall, it is likely to represent a scene

in which a god forbids the first-created woman to partake of the

fruit of the tree of life."

That one of the figures is distinguished by horns, the usual

symbol of strength and victory (see Amos vi. 13) in Babylonia as

well as in Israel, is in my opinion a very ingenious touch on the

part of the artist, in order to give an unmistakable indication as to

the sexes of the two clothed human figures. Those who see in the

serpent behind the woman a "meandering line " or "an ornamental

division," may do so if they please, but they will find few that will

concur.

I do not stand alone with my opinion Hommel, for instance,

says (p. 23): "The woman and the writhing serpent behind her

express themselves clearly enough"; and Jensen (col. 488): "a
serpent stands or crawls behind the woman."

As to the nature of this serpent, nothing definite can be said

so long as we depend upon this pictorial representation alone. We
might regard it as one of the forms of Tiamat, who, like Leviathan

in Job iii. 8, and the old serpent in the Apocalypse, would be as-

sumed to be still in existence. But this is very uncertain.

Y\.2MY>\.'s Akkadische und sumcrische Keilschrifttcxtc, p. iig, con-

tain a bilingual text (D. T. 67) which may deserve a passing notice

in this connection: It mentions a fallen hand-maid, the "mother
of sin," who being severely punished, bursts into bitter tears— "in-

tercourse I learned, kissing I learned"—and we find her later on

lying in the dust stricken by the fatal glance of the deity.
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LIFE AFTER DEATH.

In the code of Hammurabi (xxvii. 34 et seq. ), the sinner is

cursed in the words: "May God utterly exterminate him from

among the living upon earth, and debar his departed soul from the

fresh water in Hades."

The last passage confirms the great antiquity of the Babylonian

conception concerning the life of the pious after death.

The Book of Job which shows a close acquaintance with Baby-

lonian views, describes the contrast in the underworld between a

hot, waterless desert destined for the wicked, and a garden with

fresh clear water for the pious. The passage is rendered in a phil-

ologically unobjectionable translation in my book Das Buck Job,

Leipzig, igo2 : "Cursed be their portion on earth. Not does he

turn to vineyards. Desolation and also heat will despoil them.

Their prayer for snow-water will not be granted. Mercy forgets

him, vermin devours him ; no longer is he remembered."

Thus in its right interpretation this passage forms a welcome

bridge to the New Testament conception of a hot, waterless, and

torture-inflicting Hell, and the garden which to the Oriental mind

cannot be conceived of as lacking water, abundant, running, living

water.

The concluding verse of the prophetic book of Isaiah (ch. Ixvi.

24): "and they shall go forth and look with joy upon the dead

bodies of those that have revolted from me: how their worm dieth

not, neither is their fire quenched : and they are an abomination to

all flesh," means that those whose bodies are buried in the earth

will forever be gnawed by worms, and those whose bodies are

burnt with fire shall forever suffer the death of fire. In two respects

the passage is important : first, it shows that cremation is thought

of as standing entirely on the same level with burial, and that, ac-

cordingly, not the slightest objection can be made to cremation on

account of the Bible ; secondly, it follows that the words, "where
their worm dieth not," in Mark's account of the description of hell-

fire as given by Jesus^ should not have been admitted ; they are

out of place.

TIAMAT.

Jensen (/. c, p. 489) observes with reference to Tiamat: " Be-

rossus calls this being 'a woman,' she is the mother of the gods,'

has a husband and a lover, and nowhere throughout Assyrian or

1 Mk. ix. 44, 46, 48.
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Babylonian literature is there found even the slightest hint that

this creature is regarded otherwise than as a woman."

Nothing can be farther off the mark than this assertion, which

contradicts not merely me, but also a fact recognised by all Assyri-

ologists. Or is it not true that a human woman gives birth to

human beings, while a lioness brings forth young lions? Therefore,

a creature which gives birth to sirmahhe, i. e., gigantic serpents

(^ittalad, see Creation-epic, III., 24 and passim), must itself be a

great, powerful serpent, a 8/oaKwv /xeyas or some serpent-like mon-

ster. As a matter of fact, Tiamat is represented in Babylonian art

as a great serpent. (See, e. g. , Cheyne's English translation of

the Book of the Prophet Isaiah in Haupt's edition of the Bible, p.

206.

)

I see by no means in the scene reproduced in my First Lec-

ture (Fig. 46, p. 46) an exact portrayal of Marduk's fight with the

Dragon, as described to us in the creation-epic ; on the contrary, I

speak expressly and cautiously of a battle between "the power of

light and the power of darkness" in general.

The representation of this battle, especially of the monster

Tiamat, naturally left a wide scope to the imagination of the artist.

A dragon could be represented in various ways, such as we see in

Figure 44, page 44. The beast which lies at the feet of the god

Marduk has since been palpably proved by the German excavations

to be, as explained by me, the dragon Tiamat. The relief of the

sirrussA found on the Gate of Ishtar at Babylon unmistakably

agrees with the figure familiar to us from our illustration.

Oettli, following Gunkel {Schopfung und C/iaos, pp. 29-114),

practically agrees with my conclusion when he says: "There are

enough references in the prophetical and poetical books of the Old

Testament to make it obvious that the old [Babylonian] creation-

myth survived in the popular conceptions of Israel, and that in a

highly-colored form." And again: "There are indeed enough

cases where the original mythical meaning of the monsters Tehom,

Leviathan, Tannin, Raliab, is unmistakable."^ Isaiah proceeds (li.

10): "Art thou not it that dried up the sea, the water of the great

Tehom, that made the depths of the sea a way for the ransomed to

pass over?" Here the prophet actually couples "those mythical

reminiscences" with the deliverance from Egypt, as another tri-

umph of Yahveh over the waters of Tehom. And when we con-

sider how in other passages (e. g., Ps. cvi. 9-11, Ixxviii. 13) Yah-

1 Oettli cites Job ix. 13 and Isaiah li. 9, where, moreover, " pierced " might be better than

" dishonored."
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veh's achievement of the passage of the children of Israel through

the Red Sea is described and celebrated, we cannot apply to any

but primaeval times the words in Ps. Ixxiv. 13 sq.: "Thou brakest

the heads of the dragons in the waters, thou didst dash to pieces

the heads of the sea-monsters" (^Levia(hdii). Leviathan, according

to Job iii. 8 also, is a personification of the dark chaotic primaeval

waters, the sworn enemy of light.

Even Konig reluctantly grants (p. 27) that the Book of Job^

"alludes, in all probability, to the conquest of the primaeval ocean ;

"

Jensen accordingly seems to stand quite alone when he says (/. c,

p. 490):

" Wherever the Old Testament mentions a struggle of Yahveh against serpents

and crocodile-like creatures, there is no occasion to assume with Delitzsch and

with a goodly number of other Assyriologists [add: also with Gunkel and most

Old Testament theologians] a reference to the Babylonian myth of the struggle

with Tiamat."

Oettli is right when he declares (p. 17):

"To submit the researches of Natural Science to the Biblical version of the

creation is a wholly erroneous proceeding, which is the more unintelligible as the

details of the second account of Genesis and many other passages in the Old Testa-

ment are quite incompatible with the first Let us, therefore, unreservedly give to

Science that which belongs to Science."

Oettli proceeds :

" But let us also give to God that which is God's ; the world is a creation of

God's omnipotence, which supports it as its law of life,—this the first page of Gen-
esis tells us."

In this I can no longer concur. Our faith claims, and many
passages in the Old Testament assert, that God is the Almighty

Creator of heaven and earth, but this truth is certainly not stated on

the first page of Genesis, where we read: "In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth,—and the earth was waste and

desolate," etc. ; for this passage leaves unanswered the question,

"Whence did chaos originate?" Besides, even among the Baby-

lonians the creation of the heavens and of the earth is ascribed to

the gods, and the life of all animate creatures is regarded as rest-

ing in their hands.

I will call attention to a passage in II. R. 51, \\a, where a

canal is named after "the Serpent-god who bursts (or destroys)

the house of life," apparently referring to some as yet unknown
Babylonian myth. This, however, would upset Jensen's view, that

1 " God turns not his anger, the helpers of r^A53 brake in pieces under him " (is. 13), and
" in his power he smote the sea and in his wisdom he dashed rah&b to pieces " (xxvi. 12).
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we may perhaps see in the two figures, two gods dwelling by the

tree of life, and in the serpent, its guardian.

Zimmerni regards the serpent-god as ultimately identical with

the chaos-monster.

ANGELS.

Cornill ( /. c, p. 1682), also, comes to the conclusion that "the

conception of angels is genuinely Babylonian." When I spoke of

guardian angels who attend on men (Ps. xci. 11 et seq.. Matt,

xviii. 10), I had in mind such passages as Apia's well-known letter

of consolation to the queen-mother (K. 523). The Babylonian

officer writes: "Mother of the king, my lady, be comforted (?) !

Bel's and Nebo's angel of mercy attends on the king of the lands,

my lord." Further the writing addressed to Esarhaddon (K. 948):

" May the great gods send a guardian of salvation and life to stand

by the king, my lord ; " and also the words of Nabopolassar, the

founder of the Chalda^an kingdom: "To lordship over land and

people Marduk called me. He sent a Cherub of mercy (a tutelary

god) to attend on me, and everything I undertook he sped" (see

Mitteilmigen der deutscheti Orient- Gescllschaft, No. 10, p. 14 et seq.).

In "the Old Serpent which is the Devil and Satan " is pre-

served the ancient Babylonian conception of Tiamat, the primaeval

enemy of the gods, while Satan, who appears several times in the

later and latest books of the Old Testament, and is always the

enemy of man, not of God,^ owes his origin to Babylonian demon-

ology in which we become acquainted with an //// limmi or 'evil

god' and a gallu or 'devil.'

BABYLONIAN SUPERSTITIONS IN SWEDEN.

How much Assyria intrudes into our own time can be seen

from G. Hellmann's most interesting communion on the Chaldaean

origin of modern superstitions about the understorms (in the Me-

teorologischc Z^eitschrift, June, i8g6, pp. 236^238), where it is proved

that an ancient Babylonian belief survives even at the present day

in the popular Swedish book, Sibyllae Prophetia, in which a chapter

entitled "Tordons marketecken" treats of the prognostics of the

weather and fertility as indicated by the thunder in the several

months.
CANAANITES.

The term used by me in its usual linguistic sense (see, e. g.,

Kautzsch, Hebrdische Grammatik, 27th ed., p. 2), has been replaced

1 Die Keilinschriften unci das Alte Testament, 3rd ed., second half, p. 504 et seq.

2See Job, ch. i. et seq., i Chron. xxi. i, Zech. iii. i et seq.
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in later editions by "North Semites," simply because the name was
frequently misunderstood. That the kings of the first Babylonian

dynasty, Sumu-abi and his successors, do not belong to that Semitic

stock of Babylonian Semites who had become fused with the Sume-
rians, but rather to later immigrants, is proved by the ancient Baby-

lonian scholars, for they deemed the names of the two kings Ham-
murabi (also Amtnurabi^ and AfumisaiMga {or A /n?nizadtcga) to be

foreign and stand in need of explanation, rendering the former by

Kinita-rapastum, "wide- spread family" (cf. 2^3m., Rehoboam), and

the latter by Kitnium-kcttu77i, "upright family" (VR. 44, 21, 22, a,

b). The replacement of the jj (in 2^, people, family) by h in the

name Haitunurabi shows that these Semites, unlike the older stock

that had been settled for centuries in Babylonia, still pronounced

the 2? as an U- Further, their pronunciation of sh as an s,^ no less

than the preformative of the third person of the perfect tense with ia

(not /'''), proves that these Semitic tribes were quite distinct, which

fact, first stated by Hommel and Winckler, is and remains true, in

spite of Jensen's opposition (/. c, p. 491). Linguistic and his-

torical considerations make it more than probable than these im-

migrant Semites belonged to the Northern Semites and are most

closely affiliated with the linguistically so-called "Canaanites" (i.

e., the Phoenicians, Moabites, Hebrews, etc.). The knowledge of

this we owe to the acumen of Hugo Winckler (see his Geschichte

Israels^, who thereby made a particularly important addition to his

many other merits. The na of iliitia (in Samsu iltina), which is

alleged to mean "our God," is not sufficient to prove tribal rela-

tionship with Arabia, since, in view of the names Ammi-zadtiga,

Ammi-ditana, it is at least equally probable that iliina represents an

adjective.^ However, zadiig, "righteous," may indicate a " Cana-

anite " dialect, both lexically^ and phonetically;^ and the same may
be said, too, of such personal names as Ya-si'i-ub-ilu belonging to

the same age.^ Will Jensen be able ever to produce an unobjec-

tionable explanation from the Babylonian language of such names

as Yasub-iliil

1 Samsu in Sa-am-su-ilfina (cf. also Samu-abi) as contrasted with the older Babylonian

Shatnshu.

2 In the personal names of that age Yamlik-ilu, Yarbi-ilu, Yak-bani-ilu, etc.

3 Note the personal name /-/«-«rt in Meissner's Se-iVrri^f zum altbabylonischen PrizuUrecht,

No. 4 ;
cf. •j'i'^iX

'

\Zadug must be the Hebrew pi"l^; for the verbal stem, compare saduk, "he is righteous,"

in the Amarna tablets.

5 The vowel H is obscured to o, U ; e. g., in anitki, signifying the pronoun " I " in the Amarna
tablets, etc.

6Cf. Phoen. Ba-'a-al-ia-su-bu, VR, 2, H4.
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TURE.

BY DR. FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH.

THAT a discussion of these momentous theological or religio-

historical questions, if they are but treated in the right spirit,

could be considered an injury or even an insult to Judaism, least of

all to the modern Jewish faith, is in my opinion absolutely ex-

cluded. Dispassionate, strictly objective inquiry into the origin

of the Sabbath, of the position of woman in Israel as well as in

Babylonia, and of kindred questions, can only sharpen our judg-

ment and promote the truth. In the same way we shall gradually

witness in Jewish circles a unanimity regarding the worth of Old

Testament monotheism, which at present is not yet attained. In

contradiction to the universalism of the belief in God which several

Jewish writers of open letters assume to prevail in the Old Testa-

ment (and they imagine they prove their case by quotations of Scrip-

tural passages), the opinion of other Israelites, authorities both for

their general knowledge and Biblical scholarship, has been voiced,

the purport of which appears in the following private letter of Jan-

uary 14, 1903 :

" Irrefutable is your assertion that Jewish monotheism is egotistic, particular-

istic, and exclusive ; equally irrefutable, however, in my opinion, is the fact that

this rigorously particularistic monotheism alone could preserve Judaism for thou-

sands of years in the midst of all kinds of persecution and hostility. From the

Jewish standpoint, the national theism is brilliantly justified ; to give it up means

to give up Judaism ; and though much can be said in favor of such a surrender,

there are many points that militate against it."

The divine character of the Torah, of course, will have to be

excluded from scientific discussion, at least so long as a complete

neglect of the results of Pentateuch-criticism on the Jewish side

can be regarded as "exact science," and so long as reviews of

Babel and Bible based on such a neglect are looked upon as "scien-

tific criticism."
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A deep pain seizes me, who myself am sprung from a strictly

orthodox Lutheran house, when I consider the abyss of obscurant-

ism, confusion, halfheartedness, contradiction, let alone worse fea-

tures, of the evangelical orthodoxy displayed towards the questions

raised by Babel and Bible. From all quarters and corners the cry is

raised that I have said "nothing essentially new": but, if that be

so, why this extraordinary excitement?

On the one hand, a deep lamentation and bitter accusation of

Assyriology comes from Aix-la-Chapelle, because the Old Testa-

ment traditions, e. g. , Nebuchadnezzar's madness, are arbitrarily

assumed to be borrowed from Babylonian myths; on the other

hand, an "orthodox pastor" exclaims in the columns of a journal

of central Germany that I am fighting windmills, because the story

of Balaam's ass, of the sun standing still, of the fall of the walls of

Jericho, of the fish which swallows Jonah, of Nebuchadnezzar's

madness, are not contained in the historical books of the Bible.

" They are accounts, " he says, "whose historical trustworthiness

may be contested even according to orthodox views."

Accordingly even evangelical orthodoxy set aside "revela-

tions" which are no longer deemed in accord with the spirit of the

age : will not the orthodoxy once for all condescend to an open

confession, and explain unequivocally which books and narratives

of "Holly Scripture" they think proper to surrender?

Professor Ernst Sellin of Vienna, one of the first and most

meritorious among the positive Old Testament investigators, gladly

acknowledges in his glosses on Babel and Bible (^Neue Freie Fresse,

January 25, 1903) "the innumerable helps, elucidations, and cor-

rections which in grammatical and lexicographical questions as

well as in the field of the history of civilisation and general history

Old Testament investigation owes to the decipherment of the Baby-

lonian inscriptions. Yet, on the other, he is of opinion that if I

dispose of the fact of a divine revelation in the Bible on account

of the Songs of Songs and the amalgamation of tradition out of

heterogeneous sources, I appear on the scene a hundred years too

late. This is, to say the least, a gross exaggeration. When my
dear father, Franz Delitzsch, towards the end of his life, found

himself compelled by the weight of the facts of the Old Testament

text criticism to make some, and indeed the smallest possible, con-

cessions for the book of Genesis, he was persecuted, even on his

deathbed (1890), by the denunciation of whole synods. And the

great commotion excited by my Second Lecture serves to show
convincingly enough that the circles which govern Church and
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school cherish a different conviction from that of my highly-

esteemed critic

The several clergymen who have not wasted their time at the

university adhere to freer views, but Church and School—especially

the public schools—have remained unaffected, and this inconsist-

ency is no longer endurable, as stated in my First Lecture and also

freely granted by Harnack.

And this inconsistency produces an increasingly widening gulf.

When, e. g., a theologian of no less authority writes (26th January,

1903): "You criticise a conception of Revelation that sensible

Protestants no longer share ; it is that of the antiquated Lutheran

Dogmatists. . . . All divine revelation is, of course, affected by the

human medium, and must therefore have historically developed;"

he describes exactly the standpoint that I myself advocate, only I

regard the conceptions of "divine revelation " as held by the Church

and as a historical, i. e., human, development to be irreconcilable

contradictions. Either we take the one or the other. Tertiu?n non

datur.

I hold the view that in the Old Testament we have to deal

with a development effected or permitted by God like any other

product of this world, but, for the rest, of a purely human and his-

torical character, in which God has not intervened through a "spe-

cial, supernatural revelation."

The Old Testament monotheism plainly shows itself to be

such a process marked by an advance from the imperfect to the

perfect, from the false to the true, here and there indeed by occa-

sional retrogression. The modification of the original conception

of revelation, deeply rooted in ancient Orientalism, by a surrender

of the verbal inspiration, made by both, evangelical and Catholic

theology, and even by the Church, irretrievably divests the Old

Testament of its character as the "Word of God," ushering in, as

it seems to me, the end of the theological and the beginning of the

religio-historical treatment of the Old Testament.

The present resurrection of the Babylonio-Assyrian literature

has certainly not been accomplished without God's will. It has

suddenly taken its place by the side of the ancient Hebrew litera-

ture, the only one of Hither-Asia heretofore known to us, and com-

pels to revise our conception of revelation bound up with the Old

Testament. Would that we might more and more become con-

vinced that only by a dispassionate reinvestigation of the docu-

ments we can reach our aim, and that in this controversy, neither
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now nor when its solution has been approached, our piety and the

communion of our hearts with God can suffer the least.

CONCLUSION.

I shall endeavor to reply only to scientific criticisms, but I fear

that, if I adhere to this maxim, I shall have little opportunity, if

matters continue as heretofore, to concern myself with Evangelical

Orthodoxy. Their method of warfare, especially that of the Evan-

gelical Orthodox Press, fills me with profound disgust. In the

Evangelische Kirchenzcitung^ founded by the venerable Hengsten-

burg. Pastor P. Wolff, of Friedensdorf, Seelow, one of its regular

contributors, writes (No. 4, January 25, 1903) as follows:

"Judging from the proofs given by Delitzsch, we must expect him in his next

Lecture to point out, how much lower the views of Christianity regarding marriage

are than those of the Babylonians by a reference to the elopment of the Saxon

Crown-Princess. No Babylonian princess ever ran away with the tutor of her

children."

And again :

"Delitzsch intends to deliver another lecture on Babylon and the New Testa-

ment; perhaps he will also treat the subject 'Babel and Berlin' : and therein will

discover many points of contact. A small contribution I could offer myself. By
the latest discoveries it has been proved that even the Prussian decorations are de-

rived from Babylon. On a monolith preserved in the British Museum, King Samsi-

Ramman IV., is represented wearing upon his breast, on a ribbon round the neck,

a cross, which appears to be exactly like a modern cross such as is used for orders.

What a new light is shed by this last discovery upon our comprehension of the

real meaning of orders ! Even in Babylon the order of the Red Eagle of the

fourth class was already bestowed ! Since our orders are unquestionably derived

from Babel, it is evident that our modern civilisation is steeped through and

through with Babylonian ideas."

What a slough of mental and moral depravity in a German
clergyman these words bespeak ! And samples like this could be

multiplied tenfold !

In contrast to this, I, as an Evangelical Christian, greet with

gratitude Rev. Dr. Friedrich Jeremias of Dresden, whose discus-

sion of my lecture {Dresd/ier Journal, February 4, 1903), though

according to his standpoint he naturally rejects my position, is

truly noble both in diction and substance.

A third lecture on "Babel and Bible" will be delivered as

as soon as the views on these two lectures shall have become clear

and settled.

\



KAISER WIIvHELM ON " BABEL AND BIBLE."'

(A Letter from His Majesty Emperor William II. to Admiral Hollman, President

of the Oriental Society.)

February 15, 1903.

My Dear Hollmaji:

My telegram to you will unquestionably have removed the

doubts which you still entertained regarding the concluding pas-

sage of the lecture, which was clearly understood by the audience

and therefore could not be altered. I am glad, nevertheless, that

the subject-matter of the second lecture has again been taken up,

and I gladly seize the opportunity after a perusal of a copy of the

proofs to state again clearly my position with regard to it.

During an evening's entertainment with us Professor Delitzsch

had the opportunity to fully confer and debate with Her Majesty,

the Empress, and Dr. Dryander, while I listened and remained

passive. Unfortunately he abandoned the standpoints of the strict

historian and Assyriologist, going into religious and theological

conclusions which were quite nebulous or bold.

When he came to speak of the New Testament, it became

clear at once that he developed such quite divergent views regard-

ing the person of our Saviour that I had to express the diametri-

cally opposite view. He does not recognise the divinity of Christ

as a deduction therefrom and asserts that the Old Testament con-

tains no revelation about him as the Messiah.

Here the Assyriologist and the historical investigator ceases

and the theologian begins, with all his light and shadow sides. In

this province I can only urgently advise him to proceed cautiously,

step by step, and at any rate to ventilate his theses only in the

theological books and in the circle of his colleagues. Spare us,

1 We published in the March number of The Open Court extracts from the Emperor's letter,

such as then appeared in the daily press. In the meantime the entire document in its original

form has become accessible to us, and considering its importance, we here republish the whole

in English translation.—.£^.
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the laymen, and, above all, the Oriental Society, from hearing of

them.

We carry on excavations and publish the results in behalf of

science and history, but not to conform or attack religious hypoth-

eses.

Professor Delitzsch, the theologian, has run away with Profes-

sor Delitzsch, the historian ; his history is exploited merely for the

benefit of his theology.

I regret that Professor Delitzsch did not adhere to his original

program which he developed last year; viz., to determine, on the

basis of the discoveries of our society and by means of critically

verified translations of the inscriptions, the extent to which these

materials shed light on the history of the people of Israel or eluci-

date the historical events, customs and habits, traditions, politics

and laws of the Israelites. In other words, he should have shown
the mutual relationship in which the undeniably powerful and

highly developed civilisation of the Babylonians stood to that of

the Israelites, and the extent to which the former might have in-

fluenced the latter or have impressed upon it its own stamp. He
could thus have saved, so to speak, from a purely human point of

view, the honor and good name of the Babylonian people which

has certainly been depicted in the Old Testament in a revolting

and grossly one-sided manner. This was indeed his original inten-

tion,—at least as I conceive it,—and certainly his is a most fruit-

ful and interesting field, the investigation, elucidation, and expla-

nation of which necessarily interests us laymen in the highest

degree and would have placed us under the highest obligation to

him. At precisely here is the place where he should have stopped

but beyond which unfortunately his ardent zeal led him. As was
not otherwise to be expected, the excavations brought information

to light which has a bearing also on the religion of the Old Testa-

ment. He should have mentioned this fact and should have em-
phasised and explained whatever coincidences occurred ; but all

purely religious conclusions it was his duty to have left for his hear-

ers themselves to draw. Thus the interest and the favor of the lay

public would have been gained in the fullest measure for his lec-

ture.

He approached the question of revelation in a polemical tone,

more or less denying it or reducing it to a matter of purely human
development. That was a grave error, for thereby he touched on
the innermost, holiest possession of many of his hearers.

And whether he did so justifiably or unjustifiably,—and that is
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for our present purpose quite indifferent, since we are concerned

here not with scientific conventions of theologians but with lay

people of all ages and professions,—he still either demolished or

endangered the dearest conceptions, or it may be, the illusions of

many of his hearers,—conceptions with which these people had in-

terwoven their oldest and dearest associations. And unqestionably

he shattered or at least undermined for these people their faith. It

is a deed that only the greatest genius should venture to attempt

and for which the mere study of Assyriology did not justify him.

Goethe also once discussed this question, calling emphatic at-

tention to the fact that one must be on one's guard in speaking to

the general public not to destroy even such insignificant structures

as mere "pagodas of terminology." The fundamental principle,

that it is very important to distinguish precisely between what is

and what is not adapted to the place, the public, etc., appears to

have escaped the excellent Professor in his zeal. As a professional

theologian it is permissible for him to publish in technical reviews

and for his colleagues theses, hypotheses, and theories, nay, even

convictions which it would not be proper for him to utter in a pub-

lic lecture or book.

I should now like to advert again to my personal attitude

toward the doctrine of revelation and to state it in terms similar to

those I have formerly employed toward you, my dear Hollman,

and toward other gentlemen.

I distinguish between two different kinds of revelation,—one

progressive, and, as it were, historical ; the other purely religious,

as preparing the way for the future Messiah.

Regarding the former, it must be said for me, it does not ad-

mit of a doubt, not even the slightest, that God reveals himself

continuously in the race of man created by him. He breathed into

man the breath of his life and follows with fatherly love and inter-

est the development of the human race. In order to lead it for-

ward and develop it, he reveals himself in this or that great sage,

whether priest or king, whether among the heathen, the Jews, or

the Christians. Hammurabi was one. So was Moses, Abraham,

Homer, Charlemagne, Luther, Shakespeare, Goethe, Kant, and

Emperor William the Great. These he sought out and endowed

with his grace to accomplish splendid, imperishable results for

their people, in their intellectual and physical provinces, according

to his will. How often my grandfather pointed out that he was

only an instrument in the Lord's hands.

The achievements of the great intellects of the world were do-
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nated by God to the nations in order that they might through their

aid make further progress, and might feel their way farther and

farther through the labyrinths which yet remained uninvestigated.

Unquestionably God did "reveal" himself differently to the differ-

ent races according to their position and rank in the scale of civil-

isation, and he does the same to-day. For just as we may be over-

whelmed by the grandeur, magnificence, and might of nature when

we look upon it and wonder while so doing at the grandeur of God
who is revealed in it, so assuredly are we justified, when we con-

template the grand and splendid deeds that a man or a nation has

accomplished, in wondering with gratitude at the splendor of the

revelation made by God in them. He works directly upon us and

among us.

The second form of revelation, the more religious, is that which

leads to the manifestation of our Lord. It was introduced with

Abraham, slow but forward looking and omniscient, for humanity

was lost without it. Now begins the most astonishing activity of

God's revelation. Abraham's race and the peoples developing from

it regard faith in one God as their holiest possession, and, it fol-

lows, hold fast to it with ironlike consistency. It is their duty to

foster and cherish it. Split up during their Egyptian captivity,

the divided elements were again welded together by Moses, ever

trying to hold fast to their monotheism. It was the direct inter-

vention of God that caused the rejuvenation of this people, thus

proved through centuries, till the Messiah, heralded by prophets

and psalmists, finally appeared, the greatest revelation of God in

the world, for he appeared in the son himself. Christ is God, God

in human form. He redeemed us and inspires, entices us to follow

him. We feel his fire burning in us. His sympathy strengthens

us. His discontent destroys us. But also his intercession saves

us. Conscious of victory, building solely upon his world, we go

through labor, ridicule, sorrow, misery, and death, for we have in

him God's revealed word, and he never lies.

• That is my view of these matters.

For us of the Evangelical Denomination the Word has, through

Luther, been made our all, and as a good theologian Delitzsch

should not have forgotten that our great Luther taught us to sing

and believe :

" Inviolate the Word let stand."

It is to me self-evident that the Old Testament contains many
sections which are of a purely human and historical nature, and are

not God's revealed word. These are merely historical descriptions
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of incidents of all kinds which happen in the political, religious,

moral, and intellectual life of this people.

The legislative act on Sinai, for example, can be only regarded

as symbolically inspired by God. When Moses had to reburnish

well known paragraphs of the law, perhaps derived from the code

of Hammurabi, in order to incorporate and bind them into the

loose, weak fabric of his people, here the historian can perhaps

construe from the sense or wording a connection with the laws of

Hammurabi, the friend of Abraham. That is perhaps logically

correct. But that will never disguise the fact that God incited

Moses thereto and in so far revealed himself to the people of Israel.

Accordingly it is my opinion, that henceforward in his lectures

before our society it will be better for our good Professor to let

matters of religion alone. On the other hand, he may depict un-

disturbed the relation which the religion, customs, etc. of the Baby-

lonians bear to those of the Old Testament.

For me the following conclusions result from the foregoing

discussions.

1. I believe in the one and only God.

2. We human beings need a form in order to teach his exist-

ence, especially for our children.

3. This has hitherto been the Old Testament. The present

version of this will be possibly and substantially modified under the

influence of research through inscriptions and excavations. That

does not matter. Neither does it matter that much of the nimbus

of the chosen people will thereby disappear. The kernel of the

contents of the Old Testament will remain always the same,—God
and his works.

Religion has never been the result of science, but the pouring

out of the heart and being of man from intercourse with God.

With cordial thanks and greetings.

Your Faithful Friend,

WiLHELM, I. R.

p. S.—You may make the utmost use of these lines. Let all

who are interested read.



EGYPTIAN MYSTERIES AND MODERN FREE-
MASONRY.

BY HENRY RIDGELY EVANS.

AN interesting question now presents itself : What relationship,

- if any, do the Egyptian Mysteries bear to Freemasonry? Dr.

Mackey, a well-known writer on Masonic themes, in an examina-

tion of the analogies between the Ancient Mysteries and the rites

of modern Freemasonry, lays particular stress upon "the identity

of design and method in the two systems, as illustrated by the divi-

sion—into steps, classes, or degrees—to which both were subjected,

viz., lustration (purification, or preparation), initiation, and perfec-

tion
"

The "Old Charges" are nearly all unanimous in claiming

Egypt as the birthplace of the art of masonry (or mystery). How
far the legends of the Craft are to be relied upon in this regard is a

matter for learned investigation.

Heckethorne {Secret Societies of all Ages and Countries, Vol. I.)

is not very partial to the Fraternity, but he says: "The Mysteries

as they have come down to us and are still perpetuated in a corrupted

and aitnless manner in Freemasonry, have chiefly an astronomical

bearing." (The italics are mine.)

A hundred or more works have been written to prove that

Freemasonry is the lineal descendant of the Mysteries. Similar

claims have been made in favor of the following systems or sects:

(i) The Pythagoreans
; (2) The Essenes

; (3) The Roman Collegia;

(4) The Culdees; (5) The Druids; (6) The Knights Templars
; (7)

The Rosicrucians; (8) The Mediaeval Cathedral Builders. The

truth of the matter seems to be in favor of the latter,—the Medi-

aeval operative masons, who built those superb Gothic edifices,

such as the cathedrals of Cologne, Rheims, Strassburg, Notre

Dame, and Westminster Abbey. Originally an operative institu-
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tion, Freemasonry became a "speculative society to promote the

practice of the moral, fraternal, and charitable principles which

had characterised the old organisation."

Many noted scholars who were well versed in ancient religions

and occult philosophies were initiated into Freemasonry in the sev-

enteenth and eighteenth centuries. Perhaps these students intro-

duced the theosophic symbols of the NeoPlatonists, Cabbalists,

Gnostics, and Mediaeval Rosicrucians into the Craft. There is

authority for the support of such a belief. Says Gould {^History of

Freemasonry, p. 26): "According to Mackey, an instance of the

transmutation of Gnostic talismans into Masonic symbols, by a

gradual transmission through alchemy, Rosicrucianism, and medi-

aeval architecture, is afforded by a plate in the Azoth Philosophorum

of Basil Valentine, the Hermetic philosopher, who flourished in

the seventeenth century. This plate, which is hermetic in its de-

sign, but is full of Masonic symbolism, represents a winged globe

inscribed with a triangle within a square, and on it reposes a dra-

gon. On the latter stands a human figure of two hands and two

heads surrounded by the sun, the moon, and five stars, represent-

ing the seven planets. One of the heads is that of a male, the

other of a female. The hand attached to the male part of the fig-

ure holds the compasses, that to the female a square. The square

and compasses thus distributed appear to have convinced Dr.

Mackey that originally a phallic meaning was attached to these

symbols, as there was to the point within the circle, which in this

plate also appears in the centre of the globe. "The compasses

held by the male figure would represent the male generative prin-

ciple, and the square held by the female the female productive

principle. The subsequent interpretation given to the combined

square and compasses was the transmutation from the hermetic

talisman to the Masonic symbol."

Just how much was borrowed from older systems by modern

scholars, or how much was inherited from the guilds of operative

masons, is a mooted question. The "Old Charges" are silent on

the subject of the secret work of the Order. In those days the eso-

teric part of the ritual was better kept. Many writers, however,

have claimed that the operative masons of mediaeval times pos-

sessed no particular legends or symbols. The ceremony of initia-

tion into a lodge was very simple, the candidate being taught noth-

ing but a few trite ethical lessons, and the grips and words whereby

to make himself known to his fellow-craftsmen, when travelling

from city to city in quest of work.
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From either standpoint—that of inheritance or late borrowing
—much of the wisdom of the ancient temples of Egypt and Greece
has undoubtedly filtered into the Fraternity, although it has been
sadly misunderstood and misinterpreted by Masons in general.

The esoteric student, however, is able to draw aside the veil of Isis

and discover the true meaning of the symbols and legends of the

Craft. Gen. Albert Pike, than whom no greater unfolder of masonic
mysteries ever lived, has done this to a great extent in his remark-

able book The Morals and Dogma of the Scottish Rite. Robert Hewitt
Brown has performed a similar work in his interesting treatise

Stellar Theology and Masonic Astronoi/iy. Brown emphasises the

astronomical origin of the rites of Freemasonry, tracing them back

to the Mysteries. Heckethorne supports this view. It is a very

plausible one in some respects, particularly as regards the third

degree of Masonry. In almost all of the Mysteries of the ancient

world we see this solar allegory cropping out,—the death and res-

urrection of the sun-god, and the lessons to be drawn therefrom as

regards the life of man.

In Freemasonry we have the curious legend of Hiram Abiff,

the widow's son. The Hiram who cast the great pillars of brass,

Jachim and Boaz, which ornamented the portal of Solomon's

Temple, and the numerous holy vessels used in the Jewish ceremo-

nial, was not assassinated. Neither in the Bible nor in the writings

of Josephus is there any account of his dying by violence. The
story of Grand-Master Hiram Abiff is now regarded as a fable, pure

and simple, by all Masonic scholars. It has no historical signifi-

cance whatever, any more than the story of Isis and Osiris. It is,

in the opinion of many eminent authorities, a solar allegory.

When, or how, the legend of Hiram came into the Masonic

Fraternity is shrouded in mystery. Some claim that it was inher-

ited from the Egyptian Mysteries, through Jewish, Grecian, or

Mithraic channels, being a sort of paraphrase of the Osiris myth.

Other writers assert that it was introduced into the Craft at a late

date, probably during the speculative epoch. The astronomical

significance of the legend has been lost to Freemasonry, so far as

the explanations of the ritual are concerned. It is a pity! Masonry

should not only be in possession of ethical and spiritual truths, but

scientific as well. Nothing is grander than the contemplation of

the heavenly bodies, and facts connected with their mysterious

orbits.

Gen. Albert Pike shows that the name "Hiram" is a corrup-

tion of Khairmn or Khurum, a compound word, having reference,
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in one of its meanings, to the sun. Khairuvi in Hebrew signifies

"was raised up to life, or living." In Arabic hrm, an unused root,

meant, "was high," "made great," "exalted," and Hirm means

an ox, the symbol of the sun in Taurus, at the vernal equinox. I

have not the space to follow the learned author in all of his philo-

logical dissertations upon this point. The reader is referred to the

work itself (^Morals ayid Dogtna, etc., pp. 78-88) for detailed expla-

nations. The raising of Hiram (or the sun) from the grave of win-

ter to life and power is the substance of the allegory.

On the 2ist of June, when the sun arrives at the summer sol-

stice, the constellation Leo—being but 30° in advance of the sun

—

appears to be leading the way, and to aid by his powerful paw in

lifting the sun up to the summit of the zodiacal arch. April and

May are therefore said to fail in their attempt to raise the sun
;

June alone succeeds, by the aid of Leo. When, at a more remote

period, the summer solstice was /;/ Leo, and the sun actually en-

tered the stars of that constellation at the time of his exaltation,

the connection was more intimate, and the allegory still more per-

fect.

Says Brown : "The visible connection between the constellation

Leo and the return of the sun to his place of power and glory, at the

summit of the Royal Arch of heaven, was the principal reason why
that constellation was held in such high esteem and reverence by

the ancients. The astrologers distinguished Leo as the 'sole house

of the sun,' and taught that the world was created when the sun

was in that sign. 'The lion was adored in the East and West by

the Egyptians and the Mexicans. The Chief Druid of Britain was

styled a lion. The national banner of the ancient Persians bore

the device of the sun in Leo. A lion couchant with the sun rising

at his back was sculptured on their palaces.'

"After the sun leaves Leo, the days begin to grow unequivo-

cally shorter as the sun declines toward the autumnal equinox, to

be again slain by the three autumnal months, lie dead through the

three winter ones, and be raised again by the three vernal ones.

Each year the great tragedy is repeated, and the glorious resurrec-

tion takes place.

"Thus, as long as this allegory is remembered, the leading

truths of astronomy will be perpetuated, and the sublime doctrine

of the immortal nature of man, and other great moral lessons they

are thus made to teach, will be illustrated and preserved."
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II.

There is an emblematic figure, copied by Pluche from the

collection of Mountfancon, and painted on a mummy case at the

Austin friars' of La Place des Victoires, which represents the death

and resurrection of Osiris, and the beginning, progress, and end

of the inundation of the Nile. Speaking of the figure, John Fel-

lows says: ^ "The sign of the lion is transformed into a couch,

upon which Osiris is laid out as dead; under which are four canopi

of various capacities, indicating the state of the Nile at different

periods. The first is terminated by the head of the dog-star, which

gives warning of the approach of the overflow of the river; the

second, by the head of a hawk, the symbol of the Etesian wind,

which tends to swell the waters ; the third, by the head of a heron,

the sign of the south wind, which contributes to propel the water

into the Mediterranean sea ; and the fourth, by that of the virgin
;

which indicates that when the sun had passed that sign, the inun-

dation would have nearly subsided

"To the above is superadded a large Anubis, who with an em-

phatic gesture turning towards Isis who has an empty throne on

her head, intimates that the sun, by the aid of the lion, had cleared

the difficult pass of the Tropic of Cancer, and was now in the sign

of the latter, and, although in a state of exhaustion, would soon be

in a condition to proceed on his way to the vSouth ; at the same

time gives to the husbandman the important warning of retiring to

avoid the inundation. The empty throne is indicative of its being

vacated by the supposed death of Osiris.

"The raising of Hiram is evidently copied from this fable.. .,

"It may be remarked that the lamentations uttered for the

death of grand master Hiram is in exact accordance with the cus-

toms of the Egyptians in their celebrations of the fabled death of

Osiris, the sun ; of the Phoenicians for the loss of Adonis ; and of

the Greeks, in their mystic rites of the Eleusinian Ceres.

"It is through the instrumentality of Leo that Osiris, the sun,

is retrieved from his perilous condition. The strong paw of the

lion wrests hinr from the clutches of Typhon, and places him in his

wonted course. Anubis, the dog-star, is the herald of this event."

An ancient Egyptian drawing, found in the sarcophagus of

one of the kings of Egypt, entombed in the pyramid erected to his

memory, constitutes "startling testimony of the entire correctness

'^Exposition of the Mysteries, or Religious Dogmas and Customs 0/the Ancient Egyptians, etc.,

p. 15.
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of the astronomical solution of the legend of Osiris and that of

Hiram."

Stellar Theology (p. 49) thus explains the emblem :

"The form that lies dead before the altar is that of Osiris, the

personified sun-god, whom the candidate represents in the drama

of initiation, lying dead at the winter solstice. The cross upon his

breast refers to the great celestial cross, or intersection of the celes-

tial equator by the ecliptic. The figure of the lion grasping the

dead sun- god by the hand alludes to the constellation Leo and the

summer solstice, at which point the sun is raised to life and glory,

as has been just explained in the allegory of the resurrection of the

sun, and denotes that the candidate is about to be raised from a

symbolical death to life and power by the grip of the lion's paw.

This is made clearly manifest from the fact that the lion holds in

his other paw the ancient Egyptian symbol of eternal life, or the

Crux Ansata. The tablet at the feet of the candidate has inscribed

upon it in hieroglyphics the sacred names of Anion and of Mut, the

wife of Anion Ra, and probably that of the royal candidate. The

figure erect at the altar is that of the Grand Hierophant, attired as

Isis, with the vacant throne upon his head, emblematic of the de-

parted sun-god. She has her hand raised in an attitude of com-

mand, her arm forming a right angle ; her eyes fixed upon the

emblematic lion as she gives the sign of command that the candi-

date be raised from death and darkness to light and life. The ob-

jects on the altar are two of those peculiar-shaped jars, with pointed

bases, in which wine was kept (see Wilkinson's Egyptians of the

Time of the Pharaohs, p. 86, woodcut 62), and which, the same

author says, 'always had their place on the altar of the gods' (page

13). The emblem placed between the votive jars of wine is more

obscure. It may be the thyrsus, but is more probably a floral offer-

ing. (See Ancient Egyptians, Vol. I., woodcut 260, no. 5.) There

can be no doubt but that the whole device is a symbolical picture

of the initiation of some important person into the Mysteries, not

of Osiris, however, as Paterson thinks, but of Isis, who, represented

by the Grand Hierophant, stands behind the altar, giving the com-

mand to raise from death Osiris, who lies before it."

The reader will find in Stellar Theology the astronomical signifi-

cance of many other important Masonic symbols—symbols that

teach not only scientific facts, but typify the unity of God, and the

immortal progress of the soul. He says: "Though in all parts of

our ritual, from the threshold to the altar to the penetralia (as in

the ancient Mysteries, from which Freemasonry has descended),
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the profoundest truths of science and true religion are taught and

illustrated b}' astronomical allegories, yet nowhere do we find, even

in its most ancient portions, any prayers, invocations, or adora-

tions, addressed to the heavenly bodies themselves. The sun and

the hosts of heaven are only used as emblems of the Deity. , . .The

Mysteries themselves, in their primitive and uncorrupted form,

taught the unity of God and the immortality of man as their cardinal

doctrines, and that the sun was but a symbol of Him whom 'the

sun, moon, and stars obey, and beneath whose all-seeing eye even

comets perform their stupendous revolutions ' {Masonic Lecture).'"

"In the great mysteries of Eleusis," says Albert G. Mackey

{Symbolism of Freemasonry, pp. io8-iog), "we learn from St.Chrysos-

tom, as well as other authorities, that the temple of initiation was

symbolic of the universe, and we know that one of the officers (the

dadouchos, or torch-bearer) represented the sun." The myth of

Demeter searching for her daughter in the realms of Pluto, or the

underworld, is the old solar allegory with a Grecian tinge.

All places of initiation in the ancient days typified the uni-

verse—Hindoo, Egyptian, Persian, and Grecian. The masonic

lodge is a symbol of the world and the three principal officers rep-

resent the sun at its rising, its setting, and its meridian height.
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PROFESSOR HARNACK ON THE EMPEROR'S ATTITUDE

The Emperor has spoken, in order to express his position without ambiguity

in an historico-theological dispute. This is something new, but in view of all the

circumstances the Emperor's decision is quite easily explained. The opinion was

likely to become widespread, had indeed become widespread, that the Emperor

occupied the same theological standpoint as Dr. Delitzsch. Not wishing to permit

this misunderstanding to continue the Emperor wrote as the public has read.

From the point of view of scholars there was, indeed, no real controversy. It

has long been known that a portion of the myths and legends of the Old Testament,

together with important elements of ancient Israelitish civilisation, had their origin

in Babylon. It was equally beyond question that this fact is fatal to the current

notion of the inspiration of the Old Testament. For the refutation of this belief

there was no need of reference to Babylon : a hundred other observed facts had

contributed to destroy it.

But the knowledge of these facts had not become common property. However,

the theologians cannot be held to blame for this. They had done their duty toward

spreading the information in books and pamphlets and lectures. Our German lit-

erature points with pride to a work of such eminence as Wellhausen's History of
Israel; it appeals to all educated people and is classic in form and content. And
beside it stand a half dozen other excellent works, each of which gives full and

accessible information regarding Old Testament literature and history. But Church

and School have been in league to suppress this knowledge by excluding it from

their domain. And indeed they are not alone to blame. Indolence and fear have

done their share.

To Delitzsch's lectures is due the credit for the fact that we now hear preached

from the house-tops what before was but like a voice in the wilderness. " Credit,"

indeed, is scarcely the word ; it is due to the force of circumstances. But we do

not need to weigh the individual credit for the result ; we hail with gratitude the

fact that Delitzsch has given wide currency to a more correct view of the Old Tes-

tament.

But has he in fact done this ? Unquestionably he has removed a great error :

the belief that the materials of the Old Testament are all original. But how little

does the material amount to in the history of religion and of the spirit ! If to-day

some one should go before the public and announce to it :
" Gentlemen, I come to

relieve you from a great error
; you have hitherto believed that Goethe's Faust
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was an original work, while in fact it is only a recent, secondary product ; for the

entire material of it is found in a popular legend of the sixteenth century,"—what

would be the reply to him ? He would be laughed to scorn, and Delitzsch would

join in the laugh.

Without doubt he is very far from trying to determine the value of the Old

Testament religion on the ground of its dependence upon Babylon, but in my opin-

ion he has not done enough to prevent the establishment of a false conception of

the matter in his hearers and readers. This public is very far from conceding to

the prophets and the psalmists what it concedes without hesitation to a Goethe.

Furthermore, for the very reason that there has prevailed hitherto a notion of the

supernatural character of the Old Testament, the pendulum of opinion, following

a familiar psychological law, now swings to the opposite extreme. To-day it is the

talk of the streets that " the Old Testament no longer amounts to much."

At this point the Emperor enters the arena with his letter. But meantime the

chasm had become deeper. As the result of an interview the monarch had become

convinced that Professor Delitzsch did not hold the orthodox belief regarding the

divinity of Christ, and that the examination of the Old Testament among other

reasons prevented his holding this belief. In the face of this negative conviction

the Emperor wished to leave no doubt regarding his own positive conviction.

We must thank him for the way in which he did this. It is true, the reproof

which Delitzsch has received cannot fail to be painful to him, and he must feel

deeply his being excluded from the domain of theology upon which the Emperor

himself now enters. But that was surely not the intention ; the Emperor means to

say, and he is right in so saying, that Delitzsch's authority as an Assyriologist does

not also extend to his theological doctrines. Beyond this he concedes absolute

freedom to the convictions of the scholar.

Absolute freedom,—this sentiment shines forth from the Emperor's utterances

with pleasing and inspiring effect. He has no thought of issuing a peremptory de-

cree ; the whole letter is permeated with the spirit of freedom. He knows very

well that commands are out of place in connection with these delicate and sacred

matters, and he knows that theology cannot pass by these questions, but that they

must be treated most seriously, with liberty and courage. He leaves them to the-

ological science.

But still more pleasing is the effect of the positiveness, the frankness and

warmth with which the Emperor himself takes his stand in these matters. What
he has written is from the depth of his heart ; he utters it just as he thinks and

feels it, and he has written it down like one who is trying to take account of his

own mind, with all the minute marks of individual feeling and individual experi-

ence. He feels his soul bound to Christ, and he is not willing to speak of religion

without praising him and confessing his allegiance to him.

The Emperor's utterance professes to be a personal confession of faith, and as

such it deserves respect. But it would certainly not be in accordance with the

spirit of the imperial author if we were to give no other response than silence. In

the Evangelical Church the ultimate and supreme questions are always open to dis-

cussion, and each generation must work out the answers anew. Our spiritual life

also depends upon crises and finds its very vitality in them. How should we be

silent when the profoundest and most solemn questions challenge us in this form ?

All Evangelical Christians will frankly and joyfully agree with the final sen-

tence of the Emperor's letter :
" Religion was never the result of science, but an

overflow of the heart and being of man from his intercourse with God." Theology
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subscribes to this proposition ; it knows right well that it does not work creatively

but merely tries to follow reverently in thought something that already is.

Not less will be the general accord with the Emperor's conviction that religion

must have forms, so that we may explain ourselves and give mutual instruction,

but that these forms cannot be imperishable. I think that even Professor Delitzsch

has attained the capital feature of his purposes in the concession that the customary

forms of the current school traditions regarding the Old Testament are in urgent

need of change.

But questions and disputes will arise chiefly in connection with two convic-

tions expressed by his majesty : the theory of a twofold revelation, and the divinity

of Christ. And the two are closely connected.

The difference between faith and science in connection with religion becomes

clear immediately on the mention of the word " revelation," Science in the strictest

sense cannot admit the notion at all, finding it too transcendental. On the other

hand, faith cannot permit itself to be deprived of revelation. But in the course of

development there has been an approach between the two sides. Aside from the

reverent contemplation of the universe the evangelical faith has ceased to recog-

nise revelation through any mediums but persons. The whole lower series of

alleged revelations has been put aside. There are no revelations by means of things.

The Emperor's letter also took this ground : the revelations of God in his humanity

are persons, especially great persons. Now in so far as great personages have their

mystery even for science in their individuality and power, in so far harmony is

established between faith and science. But the recognition by me and others of

these personages as revelations of God is an act of subjective experience which no

science can either create or prevent.

But upon this common ground the Emperor's letter distinguishes two sorts of

revelation : a general one, and a peculiarly religious one. There is a great element

of strength in this distinction, for it brings out vigorously the fact that there is no

more serious concern for man than his relation to God, and that everything is de-

pendent on this relationship. But on the other hand, the thinking mind cannot

possibly repose in the assumption of two revelations running as it were parallel

with each other, and the imperial letter has given utterance to this observation by

putting Abraham into both categories. Accordingly there cannot be two revela-

tions—for religion, moral force, and knowledge stand in most intimate union—but

one revelation, the bearers of which were, and still are, very different in nature

and greatness, calling and function. If Jesus Christ loses nothing of his individ-

uality and uniqueness when he is placed in the series with Moses, Isaiah, and the

psalmists, neither does he suffer by the comparison when we see him in the line

with Socrates and Plato and the others who are mentioned in the Emperor's letter.

The religious conception of history must in the last analysis be one and the same :

it must be mankind led forth by God out of the state of primitive nature, out of

error and sin, and saved and brought into the estate of children of God. Here,

however, we make reservation of the fact that the divine history finds its specific

line in ancient times in Israel.

The Christian Church must reject every estimate of Christ which ignores the

difference between him and other masters. He himself, his disciples and the his-

tory of the world have spoken so distinctly on this point that there should be no

room for doubt, and he still speaks to us in his word as distinctly as to his disciples

of old. But it may and must be questioned whether the inflexible formula " divin-

ity of Christ" is the correct one. He himself never used it, but chose other desig-
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nations, and it is at least very doubtful whether any of his disciples ever uttered it.

And the early Church, too, did not speak directly of the divinity of Christ, but

always of his divinity and humanity. " God-man," therefore, is the only correct

formula even in the intent of the ancient dogma. In this phrase we have almost

restored the mystery which according to the will of Christ himself was to remain

in this matter. He made no secret of the fact that he was the Lord and Savior,

and his disciples were expected to observe and experience the fact in his words and

deeds. But how his relation to the Father arose he withheld from us and kept to

himself. In my historical opinion, therefore, and accordmg to my feeling in the

matter, even the formula "man and God" (God-man-hood) is not beyond criti-

cism, inasmuch as it has already begun to intrude upon a mystery into which we

are not permitted to look.

But the formula may be allowed to stand because at bottom it does not pre-

tend to explain anything, but only protects the extraordinary from profanation,

just as does the expression "Son of God." The Pauline expression " God was in

Christ " seems to me to be the last word that we are permitted to speak in this mat-

ter, now that we have liberated ourselves slowly and painfully from the erroneous

notion of ancient philosophers that we can penetrate the mysteries of God and Na-

ture, humanity and history.

" If ye love me, keep my commandments ;
" "In this shall every one recognise

that ye are my disciples, that ye love one another,"— it is more important to medi-

tate upon these words and try to live up to them than to put the incomprehensible

and the venerable into formulas. The time is coming and even now is near when

Evangelical Christians will join hands sincerely in the confession of Jesus Christ

as their master and in the determination to follow his words, and our Catholic

brethren will then be obliged to join with us to the same end. The burden of a

long history of misunderstandings, of formulas that bristle like swords, of tears and

blood, weighs upon us, but in it there is also preserved to us a precious inheritance.

The two seem to be united inextricably, but nevertheless they are gradually sep-

arating, although the "Let there be light" has not yet been spoken across this

chaos. Frankness and courage, honesty with ourselves, freedom and love—these

are the levers which will lift the burden. And the Emperor's letter also is intended

to aid in this lofty undertaking.

POPE LEO XIII. ON ONE OF THE HIGHER CRITICS.

Leo XIII. is perhaps the most liberal Pope that ever sat on the chair of St. Peter.

What he thinks of Higher Criticism may be gathered from his attitude toward

Renan, of which the following anecdote is reported, which may be true, and if not

true may be considered ben tri'ivato because characteristic of the Pontiff's attitude

toward scholars of Kenan's stamp. When told of Kenan's death Pope Leo XIII.

asked: " How did he die ? ' "Impenitent," was the reply. Leo XIII. reflected a

moment and then remarked very quietly : "That is better." The prelate having

expressed some surprise, the Pope went on to explain that Kenan had proved by

his end that his doubt was sincere. He would be judged by his sincerity, which,

if it was thorough, might absolve him. A few moments afterward he observed

that Kenan had done more good than harm to the Church. He had aroused the

theologians from their torpor. He had embodied the doubts of modern thought.

He had marshaled its forces. The Church had been surprised ; but could they be-

lieve that all this was not designed by Providence? And they might hope that par-

ticular indulgence would be shown to one who was the instrument of God's wrath.
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MR. THOMAS J. McCORMACK.

Mr. Thomas J. McCormark, our assistant editor, has been elected Principal

of the La Salle and Peru Township High School, and will enter upon his new du-

ties with the beginning of September next.

Mr. McCormack came to us soon after the completion of his studies. He was

educated in Princeton, N. J., where he was graduated in 1884, and took post-

graduate courses in Leipzig and Tubingen, Germany, one term at each of these

universities (1884-1885). He became connected with The Open Court Publishing

Co. in 1888, where his most important work consisted in making translations from

the German and French. He rendered into English some most notable essays of

the foremost mathematicians, physicists, biologists, physiologists, psychologists,

and theologians of Europe, such as Lagrange, Grassmann, Poincare, Klein, Schu-

bert, Boltzmann, Hering, Wundt, Ribot, Binet, Delbceuf, Topinard, Haeckel, Weis-

mann, Eimer, Cams Sterne, Lasswitz, Cornill, and Delitzsch,
,

Since 1897 Mr. McCormack has been more closely affiliated with The Open
Court Publishing Co. in the capacity of assistant editor.

Mr. McCormack's scientific program is contained in a lecture which he de-

livered before the Science Club of the Faculty of Northwestern University, Evans-

ton, 111., and which was published in The Monist, Vol. X., No. 4, under the title

" On the Nature of Scientific Law and Scientific Explanation."

Mr. McCormack has also edited works by De Morgan, Leibnitz, Hume,
Berkeley, and Descartes, and he has written a number of biographies of mathe-

maticians and philosophers which were published with portraits in llie Open

Court. To this last journal and to The Monist he likewise contributed a large

number of critical notices of current scientific literature and articles on miscellane-

ous scientific topics.

All the translations of Mr. McCormack are excellent, but his main work is

Mach's Science of Mechanics, which is especially noteworthy on account of the

difficulties of the subject-matter.

In parting we express to Mr. McCormack our thanks for the high grade of

work which he accomplished during all these years. Our best wishes accompany
him in his new career, and we cherish the confidence that his labors will be at-

tended with success, for he has, in his studies, always kept in mind the theory of

education, devoting special attention to the maturest methods of teaching according

to the principles of modern science. p. c.
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The Surd of Metaphysics. An Inquiry Into the Question, Are There Things-in-Them-

selves? By Dr. Paul Carus. Pp., vii, 233. Price, cloth, $1.25 net (5s. net).

The subject discussed in this book (the idea of things-in-themselves) is one of the

most important of the problems of philosophy, and is of a paramount practical nature

in its application to real life, especially in the domains of ethics and religion.

A Brief History of Mathematics. By the late Dr. Karl Fink, Tubingen, Germany.

Translated by IVooster Woodruff Beinan, and David Eugetie Smith. With biographi-

cal notes and full index. Pp., 345. Cloth, $1.50 net (5s. 6d. net). Second edition.

"Dr. Fink's work is the most systematic attempt yet made to present a compendious history of

mathematics."

—

The Outlook.

"This book is the best that has appeared in English. It should find a place in the library of every

teacher of mathematics."— TA? Inland Educator

.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of Philosophy as a Systematic Arrangement of

Knowledge. Third edition, enlarged and revised. By Dr. Paul Carus. Pp., xii, 373.

Cloth, $1.50 (7s. 6d.).

The Gathas of Zarathushtra (Zoroaster) In Metre and Rhythm. Being a second

edition of the metrical versions in the author's edition of 1892-1894, to which is added a

second edition (now in English) of the author's Latin version also of 1892-1894, in the

five Zarathushtrian Gathas, which was subventioned by His Lordship, the Secretary of

State for India in Council, and also by the Trustees of the Sir J. Jejeebhoy Translation

Fund of Bombay, and is now practically disposed of. (See also the literary translation

in the Sacred Books of the East, XXX
, pp. 1-393 [1887], itself founded by especial re-

quest upon the limited edition of 1883.) By Lazcrence H. Mills, D. D., Hon. M. A.

Professor of Zend Philology in the University of Oxford. Large octavo. Pp., 196.

Price, cloth, $2.00.

The Temples of the Orient and Their Message; in the light of Holy Scripture,

Dante's Vision, and Bunyan's Allegory. By the Author of "Clear Round!" "Things

Touching the King," etc. With Map shov.'ing the Ancient Sanctuaries of the Old World

and their relation to Abraham's Pilgrimage. Pages, x, 442. Price, cloth, $4.00.

A work dedicated to the intending missionary, with a view to broadening his con-

ception and appreciation of the great religions of the East.

The Age of Christ. A Brief Review of the Conditions Under which Christianity Origi-

nated. By Dr. Paul Carus. Pp., 34. Price, paper, 15 cents net.

The Canon of Reason and Virtue (Lao-Tze's Tao Teh King). Translated into English

from the Chinese by Dr. Paul Carus. Separate reprint from the translator's larger

work. Pp., 47. Paper, 25 cents.

Karma, A Story of Buddhist Ethics. By Paul Carus. Illustrated by Kwason Suzuki.

American edition. Pp., 47. Price, 15 cents.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., ,,,^^1^:-^?^ st.

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co , Ltd.



ESSAYS ON NUMBER
I. CONTINUITY AND IRRATIONAL NUMBERS.

II. THE NATURE AND MEANING OF NUMBERS.

By Richard Dedekind, Professor in Brunswick, Germany. Author-

ised Translation by Wooster Woodntff Beman. Pages, 115. Price,

Red Cloth, 75 cents.

"The Open Court Publishing Company deserves praise for continuing to pub-

lish translations of foreign scientific classics into English."

—

Btdlethi of the Ameri-

can Mathematical Society.

"The work of Dedekind is very fundamental, and I am glad to have it in this

carefully-wrought English version. I think the book should be of much service to

American mathematicians and teachers."

—

Prof. E. H. Moore, Univ. of Chicago.

"It is to be hoped that the translation will make the essays better known to

English mathematicians; they are of the very first importance, and rank with the

work of Weierstrass, Kronecker, and Cantor in the same field."

—

Nature.
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Geometric Exercises in Paper=Folding

By T. SUNDARA ROW. Edited and revised by W. W. Beman
and D. E. Smith. Pp., x, 148. Price, cloth, ;?i. 00 net (4s. 6d. net).

" Simply a revelation in the possibilities of paper-folding."

—

Teachers' histi-

tiite, N. Y.

"The editors have performed a genuine service in bringing this work before

our public, and in such neat and attractive form. The twenty-six exquisite

half-tone illustrations with which they have replaced the line drawings of the

original, are a decided enrichment of the volume."

—

Science.

'

' For teachers of elementary geometry the book is really of considerable value,

and it shows in a forcible and tangible way how properties vaguely known to us

by experience are logical and necessary consequences of a few definitions. A
set of colored squares of paper is provided with the book."

—

Joio-nal of Physi-

cal Chemistry

.

" A most welcome contribution to concrete geometry, well worthy the attention

of teachers."

—

Charles DeCarmo, Cornell University.

"A helpful and stimulating book for teachers."

—

E. M. Langley, Bedford, Eng.
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London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.
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THE BOOK OF THE DEAD
By E. A. WALLIS BUDGE. Three Vols. Price, $3.75 net.

"Very timely and will be received with delight in many quarters. . . .We con-

gratulate all interested in Egyptian literature upon the opportunity of securing

at least this intensely interesting and valuable memorial of the religious beliefs

of a great and a vanished people."

—

Seyninary Magazine.

"A reprint in handy form of the third volume of Dr. Budge's elaborate edition

of the Book of the Dead. The learned world is by this time pretty well agreed

as to the value of this translation, and one can only express gratitude to the

publishers for bringing it within the reach of many whom the high price of the

former volume would have prevented from possessing it."

—

Aynerican Journal

of Theology.

"Everything has been done here to present to the English reader the Egyptian

funeral texts in a complete and thoroughly intelligible form : and all but spe-

cialists on Egyptian studies will find it to their profit to procure the present ad-

mirable edition "

—

Presbyteriayi and Reformed Revieiu.

f 334 Dearborn 5t.

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.
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On the Study and Difficulties of Mathematics

By Augustus De Morgan. With Portrait of De Morgan, Index and Bibliog-

raphies of Modern Works on Algebra, the Philosophy of Mathematics, Pan-

Geometry, etc. Pages, viii, 288. Cloth, $1.25 net (4s. 6d. net) : : : : :

Second Edition. Recently Published.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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THE KEY TO BUDDHISM

HYMNS OF THE FAITH
(DHAMMAPADA)

Being an Ancient Anthology Preserved in the Short Collection of the Sacred

Scriptures of the Buddhists. Translated from the Pali by ALBERT J.

EDMUNDS. Cloth binding, gilt top. Printed on India tint paper. Pages,

xiv, no. Price, $i.oo.

"This celebrated ancient anthology of Buddhist devotional poetry was com-

piled from the utterances of Gotamo and his disciples ; from early hymns by

monks ; and from the popular poetic proverbs of India. . . .

"If ever an immortal classic was produced upon the continent of Asia, it is

this. Its sonorous rolls of rhythm are nothing short of inspired. No trite

ephemeral songs are here, but red-hot lava from the abysses of the human soul,

in one out of the two of its most historic eruptions."

—

Translator's Preface.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.

Foundations of Geometry
A systematic discussion of the axioms upon which the Euclidean Geometry is

based. By DAVID HILBERT, Professor of Mathematics, University of Got-

tingen. Translated from the German by E. J. Townsend, University of Illinois.

Pages, 140. Price, Cloth, $1.00 net (4s. 6d. net).

Defining the elements of geometry, points, straight lines, and planes, as abstract things,

Professor Hilbert sets up in this book a simple and complete set of independent axioms defin-

ing the mutual relations of these elements in accordance with the principles of geometry;

that is, in accordance with our intuitions of space. The purpose and importance of the work

is his systematic discussion of the relations of these axioms to one another and the bearing

of each upon the logical development of the Euclidean geometry. The most important prop-

ositions of geometry are also demonstrated and in such a manner as to show exactly what

axioms underlie and make possible the demonstration. The work is therefore not only of

mathematical importance as a contribution to the purifying of mathematics from philosophi-

cal speculation, but it is of pedagogical importance in showing the simplest and most logical

development of our analysis of space relations.

"The Open Court Publishing Company deserves praise for continuing to publish trans-

lations of foreign scientific classics into English. ... A widely diffused knowledge of the

principles involved in this work will do much for the logical treatment of all science and for

clear thinking and clear writing in general."—5«//^<?« ofthe Am. Math. Society.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 3.i'S'e^.^b^o?i st.

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.
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Asiatic Russia (postpaid) - - - $7.95

Records of the Past - - - - 2.00

The Open Court - - - - 1.00
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All four for $10.75,
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All three for $4.75.

Asiatic Russia.—"A work of highest authority, presented with

literary grace and skill. . . . The result of prodigious scholarship

and wide observation presented in easy, readable style."

—

The

Critic.

Records of the Past.—A new monthly periodical published at

Washington, D. C, under the editorship of Rev. Henry Mason

Baum, D. C. L., with Mr. Frederick Wright as assistant. Each

number contains thirty-two quarto pages, accompanied with

numerous elegant illustrations.

Remittances, strictly in advance, may be made by

Money Order, New York Draft, or Registered Letter to

Bibliotheca Sacra Co., Oberlin, Ohio, U. S. A,
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The Soul of Man
An Investigation of the

Facts of Physiological

and Experimental Psy-

chology. By Dr. Paul

Carus

Second, Revised Edition.

With an Appendix on

the latest researches in

Physiology. 182 Dia-

grams . Pp
.

, 482 . Price

,

Cloth, $1.50 (6s.) net.

The Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago

Buddhism and Its

Christian Critics

Pages,By Dr. Paul Carus. 8vo
311. Price, $1.25.

Contents

:

THE ORIGIN OF BUDDHISM.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF BUDDHISM.
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM.
THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF BUDDHISM.
BUDDHISM AND CHRISTIANITY.
CHRISTIAN CRITICS OF BUDDHISM.
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TWO BOOKS BY F. MAX MULLER

Three Introductory Lectures on the Science of Thought.
With a correspondence on "Thought Without Words," between F. Max Miiller

and Francis Gallon, the Duke of Argyll, George
J.

Romanes, and others.

I. The Simplicity of Language; 2. The Identity of Language and Thought; and
3. The Simplicity of Thought. Pp., 128. Cloth, 75 cents.

Prof. F. Max Muller sets forth in this book his view of the Identity of Language and
Thought, which is a further development of Ludwig Noire's theory that "man thinks be-
cause he speaks,"

"The ripe expression of a life-long labor in the study of the science of language."

—

Scotsman, Edinburgh.

Three Lectures on the Science of Language.
The Oxford University Extension Lectures, with a Supplement, "My Predecessors,"

an essay on the genesis of " The Science of Thought." Pp., 112. Cloth, 75 cents.

Prof. F. Max Muller points out that the difference between man and animal is due to

language, yet there is no mystery in language. Thought is thicker than blood, and the bonds
of the same language and the same ideas are stronger than family or race.

"The old fascination and still riper wisdom are offered in these later utterances."

—

The
Watchman, Boston
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IMPORTANT PUBLICATION!

The Science of Mechanics
A Critical and Historical Account of its Development

THE SCIENCE OF MECHANICS. A Critical and Historical Account

of Its Development. By Dr. Ernst Mach, Professor of the History

and Theory of Inductive Science in the University of Vienna. Trans-

lated by Thomas J. McCormaclc. Second Enlarged Edition. 259 Cuts.

Pages, XX, 605. Cloth, Gilt Top, Marginal Analyses. Exhaustive

Index. Price, ^2.00 net (9s. 6d. net).

Comments on the First Edition.

" Mach's Mechanics is unique. It is not a text-book, but forms a useful supplement to

the ordinary text-book. The latter is usually a skeleton outline, full of mathematical symbols

and other abstractions. Mach's book has ' muscle and clothing.' and being written from the

historical standpoint, introduces the leading contributors in succession, tells what they did

and how they did it, and often what manner of men they were. Thus it is that the pages

glow, as it were, with a certain humanism, quite delightful in a scientific book. . . . The

book is handsomely printed, and deserves a warm reception from all interested in the pro-

gress of science."

—

The Physical Review, New York and London.

"Those who are curious to learn how the principles of mechanics have been evolved,

from what source they take their origin, and how far they can be deemed of positive and

permanent value, will find Dr. Mach's able treatise entrancingly interesting. . . . The book

is a remarkable one in many respects, while the mixture of history with the latest scientific

principles and absolute mathematical deductions makes it exceedingly attractive."—/>/<?^Aaw-

ical World, Manchester and London, England.

"The book as a whole is unique, and is a valuable addition to any library of science or

philosophy. . . . Reproductions of quaint old portraits and vignettes give piquancy to the

pages. The numerous marginal titles form a complete epitome of the work ; and there is

that invaluable adjunct, a good index. Altogether the publishers are to be congratulated

upon producing a technical work that is thoroughly attractive in its make-up."—Prof. D. W.
Hering, in Science.

"A masterly book. ... To any one who feels that he does not know as much as he ought

to about physics, we can commend it most heartily as a scholarly and able treatise . . . both

interesting and profitable."—A. M. Wellington, in Engineering Nezus, New York.

"Sets forth the elements of its subject with a lucidity, clearness, and force unknown in

the mathematical text-books ... is admirably fitted to serve students as an introduction on

historical lines to the principles of mechanical science."

—

Canadian Afining and Mechan-

ical Review, Ottawa, Can.

"There can be but one opinion as to the value of Mach's work in this translation. No
instructor in physics should be without a copy of it."

—

Henry Crezu, Professor of Physics in

the Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.
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The Mysteries of Mithra

IN THE PRESS.

History of Their Origin, Their Dissemination and Influence in the Roman Empire,

Their Doctrines and Liturgy, Their Struggle with Christianity, Mithraic Art, etc. By
FRANZ CUMONT, Professor in the University of Ghent, Belgium. Translated by

THOMAS f. McCORMACK. With jo illustrations and a map of the Roman Empire

Pp., circa 2JO. Price, $1.30 net (7s. 6d.J. This ivork is a sketch of one of the most

important but historically most neglected religious movements of the Roman Empire.

Mithraism zuas the rival of Christianity, and greatly resembled the latter religion. 7 he

story of the struggle betzueen the tzvo creeds, here told in its entiretyfor thefirst time, is

unmatched in its thrilling interest.

Professor Cumont zvent to great expense and trouble in the preparation of the re-

searches of zvhich this zvork is a summary. It represents years of labor and travel and
throws an entirely nezu light on the interesting life of the Roman zvorld in the first cen-

turies of the Christian era.

The Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago

324 Dearborn Street.

LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner &- Co.

A History of E§:ypt
From the End of the Neolithic Period to the Death of Cleopatra VII., B. C. 30 By E. A,

Wallis Budge, M.A., Litt.D., D.Litt. Keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities

in the British Museum. Richly Illustrated. In 8 volumes, cloth, $1.25 each.

Vol. I. Bgrypt in the Neolithic and Archaic Period.

Vol. 11. Egypt under the Great Pyramid Builders.

Vol. III. Egypt under the Amenembats and Hyk-
808.

Vol. IV. Egypt and Her Asiatic Empire.

Vol. V. Egypt under Rameses the Great.

Vol. VI. Egypt under the Priest Kings and Tanites
and Nubians.

Vol. VII. Egypt under the Saites, Persians and
Ptolemies.

Vol. VIII. Egypt under the Ptolemies and Cleo-

patra VII.

" The publication of this work, certainly the most complete and exhaustive English his-

tory of the Egyptian Kingdom from the earliest times which we possess, may be said without

undue eulogy to mark an epoch in Egyptological studies in this country."

—

Glasgow Herald.

" In these volumes we have a graphic history of the period written from a careful study

of their monumental records that have survived the downfall of the nation. They are indis-

pensable to the student of those ancient times, and will make the history of the Old Testa-

ment seem more real."

—

Syracuse Messenger.
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